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User behavior in video content exploration

Abstract
The landscape of video watching is changing rapidly. Users get access to more and more content on
several devices. This means that a consumer has to make more options to choose his video content. This
research focuses on the choices that a consumer has to make from the moment that the user
encounters a description of content until the moment he decides to watch or not to watch. After a
literature study a basic model of decision making was established. This model is extended and validated
by two empirical studies. The first study concentrated on the accidental encounters with content. During
this study twenty participants used a mobile diary. In this diary they reported their everyday life
encounters with descriptions of video content. Furthermore they reported their video watching
behavior. During the second empirical study people executed thirteen scenarios in front of a TV in which
they searched for content based on common use cases. The participants used thinking-aloud and
attention was paid to the used search tactics. The results show that there are a lot of different use cases
in content exploration. People use TV for a wide variety of purposes. However there are a couple of
steps that are typical for content exploration. These steps are gathered in the presented content
exploration model. People discover new content mostly by recommendations from friends or family or
via TV commercials. When people start searching for content they mostly are looking for recognition of
content that corresponds with their mood.
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Preface
This thesis was written as my graduation project for the master program Content and Knowledge at
Utrecht University. The study has been executed at Philips Television in Eindhoven, which half way
through evolved in the Joint Venture TP Vision. In this report I’ve mentioned Philips a couple of times,
but this might also be read as TP Vision.
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1. Introduction
Television is one of our most traditional and most powerful mass media. On average people spend 3 to
4 hours a day watching TV (Stichting Kijkonderzoek ,2012; Adtech, Mincite, & Nielsen, 2012). However,
the last years television has been undergoing some drastical changes.
One of these changes is ‘connected TV’. This means that new television often have the possibilities to be
connected with the internet. Often this is combined with a television platform called SmartTV. With
SmartTV people can increase the functionalities of their television by downloading apps to their TV and
browsing the internet. Common functionalities of apps are games, offering news and offering video
content.
Furthermore a range of devices has been developed that increases the amount of content that can be
displayed on a television. Much video content is stored on the internet and publically accessible. People
can access this content with all sorts of devices. Not only televisions, but also smartphones, tablets and
computers are being used to watch video content.
The changes have caused people to have more control over what content they watch. People can more
and more decide what to watch, where they want to watch it and when they want to watch it. This
makes that choosing content has become a more complex process.
These changes have transformed television from a leanback device to a more interactive device.
Nowadays, the big challenge is to provide people with satisfying content without letting people perform
much action. The user has to be guided through the flood of content to provide them with successful
user experiences.
This research will focus on the process that people have to go through from encountering content
descriptions until they watch video content. This process is referred to as content exploration. In this
research observations are made about how people explore content. This ends up in a framework that
can be used to predict user behavior.
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2. Research question and used methods
Due to the changes in the developments of TV and TV behavior a need has increased to gain more
insight in user behavior during content exploration and selection. The main objective of this research is
to describe the process that the user engages and experiences from the moment that he has the first
encounter with video content until the moment that he chooses the content he is going to watch. This
process is further referred to as content exploration. Therefore the main research question is: “How do
users explore video content?”
There are many different meanings and definitions applied to (video) content. Jung, Perez-Mira & WillyPatton (2009) define content for entertainment-oriented situations as a consumer’s assessment that
programs are applicable (relevance) up-to-date (timeliness), and sufficient (sufficiency). In this research
we make a small alteration in this definition. The term program that is being used is a vague term and
might often be associated with broadcasting TV. In this research the scope is on the full range of
available video. This includes also contains content provided on other platforms (e.g. downloaded
content, video-on-demand). Therefore we define video content as a consumer’s assessment that videos
are applicable (relevance) up-to-date (timeliness), and sufficient (sufficiency).
The main topic of this research broken down into two main subtopics: Everyday life content exploration
and content search.

2.1 Everyday video content exploration
This topic focuses on user behavior in everyday life situations. It covers the way that people encounter
new content and the actions and the decisions that people undertake to watch content.
The main topics are:
•
•
•

•
•

Where do people encounter the content options that they can watch? (e.g. recommendation
system, electronic TV-guide, commercials, social recommendations)
Selected content storage
How is the selected content stored? (e.g. electronic reminders, mental storage, use of apps)
Source of content
When do people choose on-demand television? Broadcasting? External devices? Downloads? Do
people care from which source the content is accessed?
Content Nomination
When do people search for content?
Motivations
What motivations do people have to watch content?

2.2 Content search
This topic scopes on the moments when a user has a certain need for which video watching can be the
solution.
•

Search strategies
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•

•

What strategies do people use when they are searching for content?
User Experience during content search
What mental states do people encounter when they are searching content? What feelings and
thoughts do users have when they search content?
Content characteristics
What content characteristics play a role in the search process? (e.g. title, director, actors, rating)

The information that is found in both subjects is combined in one generic model for content exploration.

2.3 Used methods
To perform this research, multiple methods were used to give clarity around this subject.
2.3.1 Literature Study
First, a literature study was performed. The study focused on decision making processes. During the
literature study, models and theories from different backgrounds are being used and studied. The found
theories and models were studied for their applicability in a video content exploration context. Chapter
3 and 4 will give the results of this study.
2.3.2 A mobile video diary
The TV diary is an important method to study consumer behavior when they’re in their own home. A
diary allows studying the behavior of the consumer, without the intrusion of entering their
environment. The diary will be combined with experience sampling method to get good insight in user
behavior. This test concentrated on the content encountering and the content selection. Chapter 5 will
give a wider explanation of this study and the results
2.3.3 Think aloud study
The think aloud study will concentrate around the topic of content search and the user experience
during this process. Users had to carry out different tasks during which they will think out loud. Chapter
6 will give more details about this study and the results

2.4 Scope
This research will aim specifically at video content. Other content like photos, games and apps that also
can be displayed on TV are out of the scope of this research.
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3. The changing landscape of television
3.1 New techniques, new possibilities
The landscape of television is changing rapidly. Where traditional television generated all its content
from broadcasting, nowadays there’s content available from much more sources. People are now able
to watch video on television through broadcasting, video-on-demand, catch-up TV, apps, external
devices, internet streaming and many more platforms. Furthermore, people get possibilities to watch
video through other devices like PCs, Tablets and Smartphones. In this chapter the changes that have
taken place will be discussed in more detail and we describe the consequences that this has had in user
behavior towards television.
3.1.1 Changes in television
Video content becomes available via more platforms. A content platform is a standardized way or
channel through which the content will be presented. In the next section the changes in the most used
platforms will be discussed.
3.1.1.1Broadcasting
Broadcasting is an old an traditional way for distributing content to television. However, the last couple
of years the development of digital television has been responsible for lots of changes. The number of
channels that people receive on their TV has increased rapidly last years. Furthermore digital television
sometimes offers the possibility to pause and rewatch broadcasting TV. Research by Stichting
Kijkonderzoek (2012) showed that almost two third of the households received a digital broadcasting
signal in 2011 (See figure 3.1). However the number of total cable subscriptions is decreasing, which is
caused by a growing number consumers that choose for web-based TV viewing (Loi, 2011).

Figure 3.1: Broadcasting connection in the Netherlands (Stichting Kijkonderzoek, 2012)
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3.1.1.2 Video-on-demand

Figure 3.2: Triggers for hiring a video through video-on-demand (Bangma, 2011)

(Apps on) SmartTV offer the user the possibility to watch video-on-demand. Also suppliers of digital
television have the possibility to deliver video-on-demand to their customers. The use of video-ondemand has increased a lot during the last years and is expected to be soon more popular than the use
of DVD’s (Achaffaye, 2011). Earlier market research that was conducted among 400 Dutch households
has shown that the main reason for people to use video-on-demand is the fact that there’s nothing on
regular broadcasting TV that they want to watch (see figure 3.2). In the same questionnaire, people
were asked how they made a movie choice (see figure 3.3). More than 70% of the respondents decided
in the moment what movie to pick. 38% of the respondents took commercials or trailers from the movie
in consideration when picking a movie. 27% used social recommendations (recommendations of friends
or family) in the decision making process.

Figure 3.3: Choosing a video via video on demand (Bangma, 2011)
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3.1.1.3 Catch-up TV
A special category in video-on-demand is catch-up TV. Catch-up TV characterizes that the content that is
offered has been broadcasted before on television. The content that is offered is sometimes only
temporarily available. Catch-up TV can be offered through the digital TV provider, via internet on a PC or
via apps on SmartTV.
3.1.1.4 Digital video files
More and more video that is watched comes from digital video files. This content is most of the time
appropriated by people by downloading files. Storage of these files can be done on hard-disks, USB
devices, optical discs, cloud storage or through network attached storage (NAS).
3.1.1.5 Optical discs and video tapes
Most households still have one or more external disc devices connected to their TVs (Stichting
Kijkonderzoek, 2012). However DVD sales are decreasing and video-on-demand is seen as an alternative
for DVDs (Achafffaye, 2011). For some people DVDs still have emotional value, because a collection of
DVDs can be seen as a way to show one’s identity (McGinley, 2009).
3.1.1.6 Multimedia players
An increasing amount of set-top boxes is connected to TV which contain access to a huge content
collection. Boxee, Apple TV and Google TV provide such boxes. People subscribe with such services and
get access to all the available content.
3.1.1.7 Navigation
Through the increasing functionalities of TVs, new methods are developed to navigate through the
functionalities of the TV. Where the traditional way is through a remote control, there are many new
ways developed to control a TV (Cooper, 2008). A new generation of remote controls is developed that
offer more possibilities to point and to input text. Furthermore, there are TVs on the market that can be
controlled with voice-control, motion-control or control via smartphone or tablet.
These changes have caused that people can more and more decide what to watch, where and when
they want to watch it (Van den Broeck, Pierson & Lievens, 2008)
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3.1.2 Media ownership
3.1.2.1 Video Screens

Figure 3.4: Device Ownership in The Netherlands (Stichting Kijkonderzoek, 2011)

Stichting Kijkonderzoek (2011b) presented an overview of device ownership in Dutch households. The
results showed that most people own a computer and a TV (see Figure 3.4). Smartphones and tablets
are mostly being owned by people with an age under 50. When asked if device owners also used the
device to watch video content, 85% of the TV-owners answered positive. Computers (81%), Tablets
(78%) and smartphones (75%) scored a little less. When looked at the time that is spent on watching
video on a device, there are considerable differences (see Figure3.5). Most of the time that is spent
watching video is spent in front of the TV. 18% of the time watching video is spent in front the computer
and the time that is spent watching video on a tablet or a smartphone is very minimal.

Figure 3.5: Time spent watching video content on device (Stichting Kijkonderzoek, 2011b)
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3.1.2.2Connected devices
Most of the households in The Netherlands have one or more devices connected to their TV. More than
half of the households has connected a DVD or Blu-Ray disc player to their TV. Almost half of the
households has a recorder connected to their TV. Also one in four households still has a VCR connected
to the TV. This can be seen in figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Connected devices in Dutch households (Stichting kijkonderzoek, 2012)

3.2 TV practice and experience
Due to the changes that have been mentioned above, people consume television in other ways. The TV
experience has become more interactive (Dhir, 2004). Traditionally, TV is a leanback medium (Van den
Broeck, Pierson & Lievens, 2007). People now need to perform more actions in controlling the TV. This
also menas that they have more control over what they can watch. Time, content and place have
become separate dimensions, so that people can decide what, when and where to watch (Van den
Broeck et al., 2007).
3.2.1 Multitasking and multiple screens
TV Watching can happen in different situations.. People perform other tasks while watching television,
which has consequences for the TV experiences. In the scale of experience(Van den Broeck, 2006) there
are three levels.
1. TV in front. During this activity, TV watching is the only task or activity that people perform.
People are actively watching TV.
2. TV on the side. People watch television while preforming an activity. TV watching is a secondary
activity. Nowadays more and more TV watching happens on the side (Van den Broeck et al.,
2007)
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3. TV in the back. People pay no attention to the TV. The only function from the TV is as a
wallpaper or for producing background noise.
In a US market research (Adtech et al., 2012) showed the top activities for second screen usage while
watching TV. The top activities were checking email, surfing for unrelated information, visiting social
networking sites and using downloaded applications.
3.2.2 The three functions of television
People have various motivations to watch television. Most of these motivations can be classified in
three categories. Television can be used for social and relaxing purposes. Furthermore, people watch
television because it’s something that gives them structure (McGinley, 2008; Simons, 2009).
3.2.2.1 Use of television for strengthening social bands
In many cases TV watching is a form of social behavior. The TV has a central place in most households,
so that multiple people can gather around the TV and watch together. Also, a lot of TV content is
watched so that people can talk about it the next day.
3.2.2.2 Use of Television for relaxing
Television is often used for relaxing and resting purposes. People who want to leanback and relax don’t
want to put a lot of effort in choosing content.
3.2.2.3 Use of television for structuring time
People watch on average 2 to 4 hours television a day. Many people have fixed times during the day,
during which they watch television. Due to the broadcasting schedule, people often have a fixed set of
programs they want to watch. Because this type of TV watching is such a big part of people’s live, the act
of watching television is often more important than the content that is watched. (Simons, 2009)
The new developments in televisions have developed a set of opportunities and threats for these
traditional ways of TV watching. TV gets more personalized which can influence the social function. On
the one hand the increasing amount of available content increases the chance for people not to watch
the same shows anymore, through which people can’t talk about the programs with each other. On the
other hand there are more options for people to share their watching behavior with others through
social TV.
To make sure that the TV remains a platform for relaxing, the interactivity may not be too big. People
still need to have the possibility to choose content without putting much effort in it.
Furthermore the new functionalities offer also the possibility for people to achieve other goals by
watching television. Through the increase in content and the fact that the people are in control, the
goals can become more content-oriented. Figure 3.7 shows some examples which conditions,
operations and actions have to be performed and fulfilled to accomplish a user goal. It shows the most
common user goals and operations and illustrates this with practical examples. It’s important to
emphasize that this is only a part of the television user experience.
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1.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
4.
•
•
•

Activity / motive
Get entertained
Get excited/interested/energetic/motivated
Get happy / diminish loneliness
Get informed / personal growth
Entertain others / expressing yourself
Feeling in control
Get sleepy
Action / goal
Browse for new/unique content: zapping, associative browsing, using aggregations, using meta-data filters
(channel, actors, ratings, etc.) and recommendations (from automatic systems, media, peers, etc.)
Watch new episodes of known content
To watch something (picture or video) again (to you and/or others)
To have some nice background noise, music, and/or visuals
Wait for content to be broadcasted (killing time by watching something else)
Find specific textual or multi-media information (NetTV, teletext)
Play a game
Experiencing the nice properties of the high-end device (picture quality, look & feel)
Get in touch with others
Logical operation / condition
Zapping
Direct selection (channel selection, …)
Activate function or menu
Inter-page navigation, scrolling
Intra-page navigation
o 4-way navigation
o uFlow
o Point & Click
Text entry
Look & feel of the product
Changing options, settings, connectivity
Physical operation / condition
Pressing buttons
Swinging remote, swiping touchpad, etc.
Finishing & design of the product

Figure 3.7: User behavior on television (figure is created for internal use at Philips Television).

McGinley (2008) has elaborated the TV experience in more details. In his research he describes the
elements that determine the experience for a TV watcher. Figure 3.8 shows the possibilities that people
have in creating a TV experience. The figure is a composition of use cases that describe the ideal TV
experience. It shows the three traditional roles of television and the possibilities that people have to
satisfy their goals. The figure illustrates the enormous amount of choices that people have to watch TV
and create their own experience. It also shows mood management as an important part of the TV
experience. This means that people often use television and other mass media to improve their mood.
People choose exciting content when they are bored, relaxing content when they are stressed and so on
(McGinley, 2009).
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Figure 3.8: The TV user experience (McGinley, 2008).
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4. Towards a model for video content exploration
In this chapter I will discuss some of the existing theories and models in information behavior and
decision making and use these to create a model for video content exploration.

4.1 Information Search
4.1.1 Model of information-seeking behavior Wilson, 1981
Wilson (1981) developed a model (see figure 4.1) that illustrates information seeking behavior towards
the satisfaction of needs. It is based on two main propositions. The first proposition states that
information need is not a primary need, but a need that arises from environmental, social and personal
needs. The second proposition states that to satisfy a need, an information seeker has to overcome
personal, interpersonal and environmental barriers.
The information need of an individual can be viewed within different contexts. There’s a personal
context in which the need arises from a person’s own needs. There’s the social role where the need
arises from the tasks that a person has to accomplish (e.g. work, life). Furthermore there’s the
environmental role (e.g. political, economic) that influences the information need of a person.
Like all needs we can divide information needs into three main categories. First there are physiological
needs (e.g. food, shelter). Second there are affective needs (e.g. domination, attention) . Third there are
cognitive needs (e.g. willingness to learn). These needs are interrelated.
The model gives a basic view of the way an information need arises and how information seeking
behavior is triggered. However it’s also criticized because it doesn’t show the influence of context. It
doesn’t indicate what effect the barriers can have on people’s behavior or the effect that it has on
motivation (Wilson, 1999).
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`
Figure 4.1 Wilson’s context of information need

4.1.2 Kuhltau’s model of the information search process, 2005
In information search as described by Kuhlthau (2005), the process consists of six stages: Initiation,
selection, exploration, formulation, collection and presentation. During these stages people experience
particular feelings and thoughts and perform actions, which are associated with the stage of information
search. This can be seen in figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Information process model (Kuhlthau, 2005)

During the first stage of the model, the initiation phase, the need arises.. A person is aware of a gap of
knowledge and has the urge to fill this gap. During this stage people will think about strategies to fulfill
the task. Feelings of uncertainty about the possible outcome are common. In TV behavior this can be
seen as an emerging need to watch television (e.g. feeling bored, wanting to relax).
The second stage is selection. A person will try to identify a general topic and select the approach to be
pursued. This leads to more optimism. Also a final goal is being set and possible outcomes are being
predicted. In this stage, people can select TV as the medium for satisfying their need.
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During the exploration stage a person will investigate found information to extend his understanding of
the topic. Information will be encountered, obtained and linked to existing knowledge. It rarely happens
that the found information fits exactly with people’s existing knowledge or their expectations .
Therefore feelings of confusion and doubt are very common during this stage. On television, people can
explore the available content.
The fourth stage is formulation. During this stage people will create a focus in their search. Uncertainty
will diminish. A sense of clarity is being created. After the exploration of the content, people will
maintain a focus.
During the fifth stage, collection, a person gathers information about the focus topic. Relevant detailed
information is being selected. The sense of direction becomes clearer and the focus will be extended
and supported. Feelings of uncertainty continue to decrease. People can search for extra information
about the selected content.
The final stage is presentation. The search is ended and the findings are ready for use. There will be a
final satisfaction about the search: A sense of satisfaction if the search has gone well or a feeling of
disappointment when the result was not satisfying. People will decide if they want to watch the content.
4.1.3 Information Behavior Framework.
Ellis & Haugan (1997) described different forms of information seeking strategy. The use of these
strategies is dependent of task and user characteristics.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Starting: the beginning actions to start an information search. For example: opening the
electronic program guide (EPG)
Chaining: Following linked content to navigate through a system. For example: navigating
through the related content.
Browsing: ‘semi-directed searching’. For example: zapping
Differentiating: The use of known differences in information sources as a way of filtering the
search. For example: filtering on genre.
Monitoring: Keeping track of developments of information. For example: looking at the newly
added videos.
Extracting: Selecting relevant information in a source. For example: reading a description of the
content.
Verifying: checking the accuracy of the found information. For example: looking at the
popularity rating.
Ending: finalizing the search. For example: starting a video.
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Figure 4.3: Ellis & Haugan’s information strategies applied to Kuhlthau’s model of the information process (Wilson, 1999)

Wilson (1999) did an attempt to combine Kuhlthau’s model for information search with the search
strategies that were defined by Wilson (1999). In his study he asserted types of search behavior to
stages in the information search model as can be seen in figure 4.3. The merging of the two models
shows that Ellis & Haugan assigns specific behavior during the selection and exploration stage. However,
the main difference between the two models is that Kuhlthau presents his model as a sequence of
stages, whereas Ellis & Haugan suggests that the sequence of information behavior may vary.

4.2 The Buying Decision Process
Kotler & Keller (2012) researched the way in which people make decision, when buying products. The
model that was created during this research can also be adapted to TV viewing practices. Although in
most situations content choosing is free of charge (in contrary to a buying decision) many of the
decisions that people have to take are similar. The main difference is that TV viewing might be more
low-level, which means that the decisions that people take are less conscious.
4.2.1 Kotler’s Five Stage Model
Consumer behavior is also an important process in marketing. Companies try to figure out why
customers buy, use or dispose of a product. Marketing scholars have developed a model for the process
of making a buying decision (figure 4.4). In this model, the consumer passes through five stages to come
to a buying decision: problem recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, purchase
decision and postpurchase decision. Customers don’t always pass all stages. If you buy milk, you go
directly from the problem recognition to the purchase decision. The information search and the
evaluation of alternatives can be skipped.

Figure 4.4: Five-Stage Model of the Consumer Buying Process (Kotler & Keller, 2012)
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4.2.2 Stage 1: Problem Recognition
The first stage in the consumer buying process is problem recognition. The buying process starts when a
customer identifies a problem or a need. This can be triggered by internal (e.g. hunger) or external
stimuli (e.g. commercials).
4.2.3 Stage 2: Information Search
The second phase in the consumer buying decision process is information search. User engagement can
be divided into two categories. In the heightened attention stage is the milder stage during information
search during which a person becomes more receptive to information about a product. The higher
search state is active information search during which a person is actively searching for more sources to
learn about the product.
A person can get his information from four major information sources.:
•
•
•
•

Personal. The information is provided by family, friends, neighbors acquaintances etc.
Commercial. The information is provided by advertisers, commercial web sites, salespersons,
dealers, packagers, displays
Public. The information is provided by mass media, consumer-rating organizations etc.
Experiential. The user discovers the information by handling, examining, using the product.

During the information search a person goes from a total set through several subsets to a choice set (see
figure 4.5). It is important to identify the hierarchy of decisions that a person makes to go determine the
subsets. This hierarchy can differ per consumer segment.

Figure 4.5: Successive Sets Involved in Consumer Decision Making

4.2.4 Stage 3: Evaluation of alternatives
During the evaluation of alternatives, the consumer processes competitive brand information to make a
final judgment. Consumers will look for attributes that satisfies their needs and gets a set of beliefs
about the products. In TV viewing practices this can be other content that is also available. This leads to
an expectation of the product or content.
4.2.5 Stage 4: Purchase decision
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Figure 4.6: Steps between evaluation of alternatives and a purchase decision

After the evaluation stage, the user first has to make a purchase intention (see figure 4.6). To execute
the purchase intention a person has to make some subdecisions like content platform, network, and
eventually the payment method.
People can make their decision according to a compensatory or a noncompensatory model. In a
compensatory model, a person weights all attributes of a product to come to a final decision. In a
noncompensatory model the considerations of the attributes don’t necessarily net out in the final
decision. There are three heuristics that are common in the noncompensatory process.
•
•
•

The conjunctive heuristic states that the consumer sets a minimum acceptable criteria for each
attribute. The consumer chooses the first product that meets these criteria.
The lexicographic heuristic states that a consumer chooses the product that scores best on the
consumer’s perceived most important attribute.
The elimination-by-aspects heuristic states that a consumer compares brands on attributes that
are selected on basis of importance. The consumer crosses off the brand that doesn’t meet the
minimum acceptable criteria

The purchase decision can be changed by the attitudes of others and unanticipated situational factors.
Furthermore the decision can be modified by the perceived risk, which can be categorized in functional
risks, physical risks, financial risks, social risks, psychological risks and time risks.
4.2.6 Stage 5: Postpurchase behavior
After the purchase, the consumer will show beliefs and actions which show if the product added up to
its expectations. The satisfaction, actions, uses and/or disposal will show much information about the
interaction between the user and the product or content.
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4.3 Philips’ Content Exploration Methaphore, 2011

Figure 4.7 Philips’ content exploration metaphore

Experts at the TV division of Philips created a model in which they envisioned content exploration in
three levels (see figure 4.7). The model displays certain states in content exploration and the actions
that are to be expected in the corresponding states.
Level 1 contains mainly pre-selected content. A person has already made a selection of items. Content is
highly familiar and may contain subscriptions and scheduled content. At this level, the user merely
selects and controls the content, no searching is required. This will cost less effort and can therefore be
done from a lean-back position.
Level 2 contains content with which the user is already familiar. The collection is managed by the user.
At this level, the content still requires sorting, filtering, browsing and free search, in order to be
nominated. Nominated content can be consumed, but can also be selected for the coffeetable in level 1.
Level 3 contains a large library of content. The amount of content is too much to browse. Therefore
users have to apply search tasks to get a manageable amount of content. Other ways to find content are
browsing recommendations or search by association. Searching requires lean forward action in this
level.
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As the level becomes higher (where level 1 is high and level 3 is low) the familiarity of the content
becomes higher and the effort to select the content becomes lower.

4.4 The creation of a video content exploration model
The models that have been discussed in this chapter give insight in different decision making process.
However these models are created for different purposes and only the content exploration metaphor is
made for television.
The existing theories and models that have been highlighted in this chapter, were combined in one
model that proposes the process video content exploration (see figure 4.8). The model describes the
actions that people have to undertake to come to their watching decisions.
The model is created with one major assumption; There are three ways to encounter or find content.
You can encounter content, you can encounter a content description or you can search for content.
These three ways will be further discussed in the coming sections, but first the creation of the model will
be discussed.
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Content Exploration
Serendipity

Serendipity
Need

Well-defined search

Active Search

Content Encounter

Semi-defined search

Poorly defined search

Content Nomination

Evaluation of Alternatives

Content Encountering

Content Description Encounter

Information search

Content
Selection

Decision

Figure 4.8: The content exploration model

The search process is divided into three stages. During content encountering the user will get a first
contact with content. During the content nomination stage, the user will make choices and nominate a
content item for watching. During the last stage, content selection, the user will make the final decision.
The gray area in the background represents the content set from which the user can choose. In Kotler’s
model this is represented in five different sets (figure 4.5), in the content exploration metaphor this is
represented in three different metaphors. Because the number of sets/metaphors you use for this
process is dependent on the search techniques and tactics that people use, this is represented in this
figure in a funnel shape.
Content exploration can be initiated by different means. Just like information search it can be initiated
by a need (Wilson, 1981), but it can also be initiated by serendipity. This provides three ways of
encountering content. First, there is the content description encounter, during which people encounter
direct video content. Second, there’s the content description encounter, during which people get a
description of video content. Both these situations happen accidentally. If there’s no accidental
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encounter and the user goes consciously searching for video content or a video content encounter, we’ll
call it active search. In this case, there is a need involved, which corresponds with Wilson’s context for
information need.
If people search for information this will start with setting up a general topic or genre, similar to the
selection stage of Kuhlthau, after which people will look for more detailed information, which is similar
to the exploration phase of Kuhlthau’s model (2005).
Search can be categorized in three subcategories (Case, 2002). There’s well-defined search, semidefined search and poorly defined search. The distinguishments in search fits well in a model for video
content exploration. Chapter 3.2 has shown that there are many different reasons and motivations for
watching video and TV, which will correspond with a certain definition for a search. A poorly defined
search will contain a lot of selection behavior. In a well-defined search, the user has already made a
selection. Browsing, chaining and differentiating techniques will be used to find the desired content.
After the user has performed his search he will have a content item nominated. The user can compare
the nominated content with other alternatives. This is not only an evaluation of the alternatives but it
can include a search for alternatives. Just like in the buying decision process of Kotler (2012) this phase
is optional.
After a user has nominated content, he can choose to find extra information. This can be done through
the information that is provided with the content, but also via other ways and media (e.g. find extra
information of a TV show via your smartphone). This is similar to the exploration and collection phase of
Kuhlthau (2005) and the information search stage of Kotler (2012).
In the final stage the user has to decide if he wants to watch the nominated content. Often this can be
associated with an action that starts the content.
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4.4.1 Content search

Need
Active Search

Well-defined search

Semi-defined search

Poorly defined search

Evaluation of Alternatives

Information search

Decision

Figure 4.9: Searching content

Content search (see figure 4.9) is always triggered by a need. These needs are sometimes very concrete,
but can sometimes be very emotional or vague. Common needs are wanting to relax, wanting to
socialize or watching because you’re always watching at that moment (structured behavior). After this
need has occurred, the user will perform a search for content that should satisfy this need. There are
three levels of search that can be performed by a user (Case, 2002). When performing a well-defined
search, a user has a clear view of want he’s searching for. When a semi-defined search happens, a user
has a sense of direction of what he wants to see, however there’s still no sense of the final result. If a
user has absolutely no clue of what the final result will be, we speak of a poorly defined search.
After the search happens, a user will nominate content. Before he decides to watch it or not to watch it,
there are however things the user can do. Just like in purchase decisions, the user can compare the
nominated content to other content that is available. We’ll call this the evaluation of alternatives. After
that, the user can also decide to look for more information about the content. These stages are optional
and will not happen in every search. After the user has taken these steps, he will take his final decision
and select the video content of choice.
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4.4.2 The content encounter

Serendipity

Content Encounter

Evaluation of Alternatives

Information search

Decision

Figure 4.10: Encountering content

The content encounter (see figure 4.10) is always accidental. A person gets confronted with video
content without searching for it. This person can decide to see if there are other alternatives to watch, if
there’s more information available about this content and finally if he makes a decision to keep
watching or to stop watching.
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4.4.3 The content description encounter

Serendipity

Content Description Encounter

Well-defined search

Semi-defined search

Evaluation of Alternatives

Information search

Decision

Figure 4.11: Encountering a content description

The content description encounter (see figure 4.11) happens accidental. During everyday situation
people encounter descriptions of videos. Descriptions can for instance be found in social conversations,
information sources, but also in commercials and trailers. After the encounter the person can decide not
to watch the content, but he can also decide to search for the content. This will result in a well-defined
search or a semi-defined search if the person has gaps in the content information.
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5. Everyday life video content use
In this chapter the focus will be on the content and the content description encounter. How do people
get informed about content and what makes them decide to watch content? Although many
information is available about what people watch, there’s little known about how people got to the
watching of particular content.

5.1 A Video Exploration Diary Study
5.1.1.Main Goal
The goal of this study is to get more insight in how people encounter video content and what people do
with these encounters. This study focused on the content encounter and the content description
encounter and the way in which this leads to watching behavior. This study looks into more detail at the
content encounter and the content description encounter. It’s designed to find the uses and best
practices of people, as well as the considerations that are being made when watching content.
5.1.2Method
5.1.2.1 Design
The research was designed as a diary research. Participants had to report their behavior on own
initiative. To make sure that people could report their behavior at any place at any time the research
makes use of an Android App. Users with other operating systems on their smartphone could also
participate by filling in their diary through a browser of their mobile phone. However, the app gave the
option for off-line reporting, because it can store the filled-in data locally until there’s an internet
connection. Therefore, users of other smartphones than Android had to be in the possession of a regular
internet connection to participate in this study.
The app consisted of two series of questions. The first sequence of questions is about the video
(description) encounter. The second sequence has to be filled in after the watching of the video. The
questions were mostly multiple choice, so the results between participants are easier to compare and
the input is easier for the user (Simons, 2010). The questions that were asked can be found in appendix
E.
A smartphone app gives many opportunities for diary research. People mostly have their mobile phone
close to them. This means that they can report to the mobile diary almost anyplace, anytime.
Furthermore an electronic diary gives the researcher immediate insight in
the reports of the participants. The biggest advantage that this gives is that
the researcher can intervene if a participant forgets to report.
The app was built at the Technical University Eindhoven (Batalas &
Markopoulos, 2012) and offers functionalities so that it can be used in
various fields of research. This study was the first field trial for the app. The
app consists of two sequences of questions. Users could open the app
anytime, anywhere and report their video behavior. When opening the app,
the user could choose between two options; ‘video encountered’ and ‘video
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watched’. After choosing the desired option, the user was presented with a sequence of questions.
When a user answered a question, the filled in data will be send to a central server immediately. When a
participant didn’t have access to an internet connection when he is reporting, the data would be stored
locally on the phone until an internet connection becomes available.
A lot of decisions that are made in the content exploration process are situational. Factors like other
people that are watching, the user’s mood and the time of the day have an influence on the user
behavior. Therefore it’s not only important to look at what people encounter and watch, but also in
what context this happens.
Participants were asked to report at two moments; when they encountered content descriptions and
when they actually watched content. A basic design for the questions was created. This design was
refined after brainstorms with several experts in user behavior and TV at Philips. This resulted into two
sequences of questions. In these sequences participants were asked to give the following data:
Video Encountered
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Video Title
Time of the encounter
Source of the encounter
Type of video encountered
Mediums available to watch the video
Plan of watching
Method of remembering
Satisfaction

Video Watched
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Video Title
Time of watching
Screen used for watching
Content medium
Motivation
Place of watching
Other people who were watching
Who chose the content
Activities performed during watching (yes/no)
What activities were performed during watching
Satisfaction

The complete questions and the answer options of this research can be found in appendix E.
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5.1.2.2 Procedure
Before the start of the test, participants received a form of informed consent (see appendix B) and a
short questionnaire about their demographics and the available devices at home (see Appendix C). All
participants received a 4 digit login code for the app. Participants at Philips received instructions during
a short meeting during which also the app was installed. Other participants were instructed via e-mail.
All participants were able to install the app themselves and start the research. Participants could start
reporting whenever they wanted. If a participant didn’t report for several days in a row, a reminder was
sent via e-mail. Participants reported their behavior for four weeks. This period should be long enough
to get clear and reflective results of the respondent’s video behavior (Simons, 2010). After 4 weeks the
participants were told that they could stop reporting. Also, they were asked if the reports were
representative for their regular behavior.
5.1.2.3 Participants
This study made use of 20 participants, 15 male and 5 female. Participants were recruited at Philips and
at Utrecht University. Participants that were selected for this research did have to own a smartphone.
They used their own smartphone to report. Furthermore participants were selected on the criteria that
they had multiple options or devices to watch video content (see figure 5.2) Participants from outside
Philips were rewarded with a gift-certificate worth €12,50. The full demographics of the participants can
be found in Appendix D.
25
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0

Figure 5.2: Number of participants that have access to device in household (n=20)

5.1.2.4 Interviews
Afterwards, four people that participated in the research were interviewed. The interviewed people
were selected because of their different backgrounds. During the interviews the study was evaluated
and people explained their behavior and motivations in more detail. The interviews were semistructured. The questions can be found in Appendix F The conversations were recorded and took around
30 minutes. A summary of the interviews can be found in Appendix G.
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5.2 Results
The study resulted in a report of 63 content encounters and 377 reports of content watching.
Afterwards people said that it was easier to report watching behavior, because people were often
unaware of these encounters. Each of these reports can be seen as a use case. The reports showed wide
variety in content, context and motivations.
From every participant, reports of the first day of use of the app were deleted from the analysis. During
the first day, many people needed to learn using the app and therefore this data has been excluded
from the analysis. On average people reported 3.15 content encounters (σ = 3.15) and 18.85 times (σ =
11.60) that they watched content. Due to the high spread in number of reports per participants all
results where weighted. The weighting was performed by the following formula. Participants got
separate weights for the content encounters and the content watching.
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =

𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡

Answers to questions where users could provide their own options were checked manually and if
necessary the reported data was categorized to one of the pre-defined categories.
5.2.1 The content description encounter

Weighted value
25
20
15
10
5
Weighted value

0

Figure 5.3: Encountering sources

Most used sources for encountering new content were social recommendation an commercials as can
be seen in figure 5.3. Expert recommendations, newspapers and program guides were barely used as
encounter source. Usage of a website as encounter source was mostly in combination with one or more
other sources. This raises the thought that the website is in most cases not the encounter sources, but a
medium to find extra information about content.
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Figure 5.4: Appreciation of content encounters

When comparing the content encounter source to the overall appreciation of the description encounter,
there are trends viewable in appreciation. On average the encounters via commercials, advertisements
and trailers were appreciated best (see figure 5.4). This can possibly be explained by the fact that
commercials are often filled with rich and graphic content. This might have a positive effect on the
appreciation. Zapping encounters were appreciated worst. This might be due to the fact that zapping
behavior often goes with motivations where the content of the video is less important. However, the
quantity of data is too few to draw hard conclusions.
5.2.2 Planning
After the user has encountered a content description he can choose to plan when he is going to watch
the video. Results of the study show that people mostly plan on short term, most of the watching is
planned to happen within one day of the encounter (58,6% see figure 5.5). During the interviews
participants reported that they are often not sure if they are going to watch the content. In those cases
participants chose for ‘sometime in the future’ or ‘never’.
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Figure 5.5: Plans made after encountering

5.2.3 Remembering
To remember when to watch planned content, people didn’t use many special tricks to remember
encountered content. A single participant made use of the paper program guide to find and mark
interesting content. Another participant made use of reminders in the EPG. However most participants
just try to remember when they’ve found interesting. When asking people afterwards during the
interview about this they told ‘If I didn’t remember it, it was probably not worth watching’ or ‘if I missed
it, I can easily use catch-up TV or download the content. If that’s not possible, than it’s just bad luck.’
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5.3 Watching behavior
5.3.1 Choice of screen

TV
PC
Laptop
Tablet
Smartphone
Beamer
Cinema
Other

Figure 5.6: Screen used for watching

People still watched most of their video on TV screen (52% see figure 5.6). However a lot of video is
consumed by PC or laptop. The tablet wasn’t used much for video consumption, although almost half of
the participants did own a tablet (see figure 5.1). Other studies (Viacom, 2012)do show an increase in
tablet usage as video device.
5.3.2 Choice of medium
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Figure 5.7: Content platform used for watching
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39% of the video that is watched is broadcasted through the TV (see figure 5.7). However, internet
streaming (24,1%) and downloaded content (27,3%) are also a popular source for video content. This
content is mainly viewed through the PC or the laptop.
5.3.3 Motivations for watching
70
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Figure 5.8: Motivations for watching

People watched most video content for entertainment (58%) and relaxing (54,1%) purposes (see figure
5.8). The results show that downloaded content excels at fitting these motivations and is barely used for
other purposes. Internet streaming videos are also quite entertaining, but excel at informing the viewer.
This is mainly caused by people watching Youtube videos or TED talks to get informed. However internet
streaming videos are less useful for relaxing purposes. Broadcasting video scores high as medium for
relaxing. It differs itself from the other media in usage for social behavior and structured behavior.
However during the interviews there was another reason that came forward. People use video also to
produce sound, so that it’s not that quiet when they’re at home. This is also supported by earlier
research (McGinley, 2009).
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5.3.4 Time of watching
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Figure 5.9: Time when starting content

The graph above shows the times during which people watched content. We can see a giant peak at
21:00. This is caused by television viewing. TV shows a giant variation between daytime and primetime,
whereas video watching on PC’s and laptops is more spread out during the day. The prime-time peak is a
known phenomenon in broadcasting television (Stichting Kijkonderzoek, 2011a)
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6. Searching for content
6.1 Introduction
During the previous chapter insights were gained about the way that people encounter and discover
content. In this chapter we will concentrate on the process of (active) content search. In this chapter we
will look at search strategies that people, the content characteristics that are involved in the decision
making process and the user experience during content search.
Search strategies are highly influenced by cognitive styles and experience (Van Houten, 2002). In earlier
research Sheldrick Ross (1999) asked readers what factors play a role in choosing a book to read for
pleasure. This resulted in five elements that were ordered in order of importance:
1. The experience wanted. The mood plays a crucial role in the decision making process. The
consumer has to make several choices based on their mood. E.g. the choice between familiarity
and novelty.
2. Alerting sources. The user gets an idea about the medium by recommendations from
interpersonal sources, reviews and advertisements.
3. Elements of the medium. The user takes the characteristics (e.g. of the book into account and
compares this to the reading experience that is desired. Characteristics that are taken into
account are the subjects, the characters and the setting.
4. Clues on the medium. To get an idea of the experience the user uses clues like the cover and the
title.
5. Cost in time, money, or cognitive energy. The energy and the resources that it takes for a user to
gain access to the medium.
Similar characteristics might be used to choose video content. One of the main motivations for TV
watching is the search for entertainment(see section 5.3.3). This is similar to reading for pleasure. The
main difference between reading and TV watching is the presentation of the content. This might also
cause different priorities in the usage of content characteristics in the decision making process.
To get more insight in the usage of search strategies and people’s experience during this phase a new
study was designed. During this study several participants have performed search tasks on a TV.

6.2 Study
6.2.1 Design & Materials
The study was designed as a think-aloud study. 13 tasks were designed that had to be performed on a
TV. For the creation of the scenarios we used two dimensions (see table 6.1). As we earlier established,
there are three levels of search: well-defined search, semi-defined search, poorly defined search. These
levels have been implemented in one dimension of this study. In the other dimension, different media
were used. Short internet videos, recorded content and content from DVDs were not included in this
study because the previous study showed that these weren’t used a lot on television. This way, the
number of scenarios remained feasible to include in one test. The scenarios can be found in Appendix J.
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Table 6.1 Used combinations for scenarios

Broadcasting
Video-on-demand
Downloaded Content
Catch-up TV
No platform specified

Poorly defined
X
X
X

Semi-defined
X
X
X

X

X

Well defined
X
X
X
X
X

For catch-up TV we only used the well-defined scenario. Only when a person knows what he missed and
therefore wants to catch up. If a person enters catch-up TV with other motives, than the service
wouldn’t differ much from video-on-demand.
The order in which the scenarios appeared was randomized although the scenarios for a certain
platform were grouped. The scenarios where no medium was specified were always put at the end of
the session. So, participants always had used all the platforms, before getting to these scenarios.
After a scenario was carried out, a user had to answer five questions. In these questions, the
recognizability of the scenario was tested, as well as the easiness of the task, the uncertainty that arose
during the performance of the task and the participant’s satisfaction with the result. All questions were
answered on a seven-point Likert scale. An example of a task sheet can be found in appendix K.
The test contained two conditions. In the one condition people used a Philips 2K11 TV condition. In the
other condition, people made use of a Samsung 2k12 TV. The purpose of these conditions was to see
how people behave on different interfaces. The other variables were the same in both conditions.
Features of the Philips 2k11 TV

Figure 6.1 The Philips remote control that was used in the test

The Philips 2k11 TV home screen (see figure 6.2) contains at least 8 icons (more is possible, dependent
on the number of external devices connected). Options include Watch TV, Program Guide, NetTV and
open USB. In the background of the home screen, you can still see the broadcasted content.
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Figure 6.2 Philips home screen

If people choose for ‘watch TV’, they will be directed to broadcasting. Navigation through broadcasting
happens in the traditional way by pressing numbers , or by using the + and - buttons (see figure 6.1).
The (traditional) program guide exists of the information that is provided by the broadcasting channel. It
shows the content that is scheduled now and next on channels. People can get information about these
shows. Furthermore, there’s a search option to do a text-based search to find content.
Through ‘open USB’ people can access connected USB devices. The interface shows the folders and files,
while navigating it shows files in the current folder, the upper folder and the files in the selected folder.

Figure 6.3 Philips SmartTV dashboard

By pressing ‘NetTV’, the Philips Smart TV interface (see figure 6.3) appears. In this interface people can
install and use different apps. In the left upper corner, the current broadcasting appears. In the upper
right corner, there’s room for advertisements and recommendations. In this test, a variation of apps was
preinstalled, including 3 Video-on-Demand apps. All apps that were pre-installed where in English.
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Features of the Samsung 2k12 TVs

Figure 6.4 The Samsung remote control that was used in the test.

The main menu of the Samsung TV is the Samsung Smart Hub. This screen shows the apps that are
installed on the TV. Some apps are highlighted and position in the top. In the left upper corner, you can
see the program that is currently on broadcasting TV.In the top middle there’s a search bar, through
which all content platforms can be searched. In the middle of the screen there are specific sections of
the software of which YourVideo the most important in this research is. In the bottom-half of the screen
you can find all applications that have been installed. Via the application ‘sources’ you can enter the
external connected devices (e.g. the USB connected hard disk). This can also be done by pressing
‘source’ on the remote control.

Figure 6.5: The Samsung SmartTV dashboard

When people choose Your Video in the main menu, they will access Your Video (see figure 6.2). The Your
Video environment is a large database of movie information. If available , the movie information will be
enriched with a link to the content in a video-on-demand app. The interface of Your Video shows four
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options to show pre-selected recommendations (recommended, new releases, top 20 films & top 20 TV
shows). Furthermore people can do a text-based search for content or search by filtering on genre.

Figure 6.6 Samsung ‘Your Video’

Both TVs was connected to the internet, through which both TVs gained access to Smart TV.
Furthermore the TVs were connected to Digitenne, a digital broadcasting signal, which contains 23
channels. Also, the TV was connected to an external hard drive which contained various content
including downloaded videos.
Participants
Employees and students (interns) at Philips participated in this study. In total 15 people participated (8
on Samsung TV, 7 on Philips TV).Five of the participants were Dutch, the ten others had other
nationalities. Users participated in one hour sessions. Before every session, the participant was asked if
he had experience in using the interface of the TV. In the Samsung-condition, none of the participants
had significant experience in the use of the TV. In the Philips condition only one participant was familiar
with the UI. The full demographics of the participants can be found in appendix L.
6.2.2 Procedure
Participants were placed in a room where all windows were blinded. The lights in the room were
dimmed a bit to create an evening mood. There was an extra lamp that was aimed at the papers that
the participants received, which made them readable. Participants took place in a chair and received a
clipboard with the instructions and tasks, a pen and the remote control.
Participants started with the reading and signing of a consent form (see appendix H). After that, they
read a small instruction about the study (instructions can be found in appendix I). After they were asked
if they understood what was expected from them, the participants got a few minutes to discover the TVset. Participants were asked explicitly to explore the smart-TV dashboard and to access the external
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hard-disk. Also, people who were not familiar with the think-aloud method, they were asked to start
practicing during this exploration. After the people explored the TV, they could start with the tasks.
Every task was written out on paper (see appendix J & K), people read the task, executed the task and
answered the statements. After that they could proceed with the next task that was printed on a new
page. People could continue, until they finished the last task. After that they were asked to fill in a small
survey about their personal characteristics. Between sessions of participants, the TV was given a hard
reset and search history was deleted where possible.
The tests were recorded by a video camera that was aimed at the television screen. Furthermore the
researcher was on the side of the room to observe. The researcher only talked if the participant got
stuck in performing the tasks.
During the test some problems occurred:
-

Navigation on the Samsung TV was really slow. In two cases the TV rebooted itself.
Users couldn’t access the IP-EPG from Philips on the television. The more basic regular EPG was
available.
The broadcasting signal was weak, this meant that sometimes channels were not available or
noise appeared on the channels.

Both used sets are consumer TV sets. This means that these problems also can appear in a home
situation. Users completed their tasks despite the problems that appeared.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 The scenarios
All scenarios were evaluated by the participants as recognizable and also scored positive in the amount
of times that a user meets these kinds of situation in real life (see appendix M). All means fluctuated
between 4.20 and 6.23 on a seven point likert scale. The well-defined broadcasting scenario was judged
as the most recognizable scenario. The video-on-demand scenarios were judged as least recognizable.
6.3.2. Differences between TVs
The Samsung TV offered the user a wider variety of possibilities to use. The Your Video environment was
popular and used very often. Individual apps were used incidentally in the Samsung condition.
The Samsung TV scored better in easiness of use and total satisfaction in the broadcasting scenarios (see
Appendix M). In the Philips condition however, people were less uncertain when searching for
downloaded content. In the video-on-demand scenarios, the Samsung television scored better on
easiness of use and total satisfaction, but also scored higher on uncertainty.
Although no time was measured, the tasks on the Samsung TV took on average longer than the tasks on
the Philips TV. Sessions lasted maximum one hour.
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6.3.3 Broadcasting
The actions that people performed and remarks that people made were assembled and categorized in
search strategies (based on the performed actions), the used content characteristics in the decision
making process (based on the remarks of the participant) and the user experience issues that people
encountered (based on the remarks of the participant). In this section, the most used behavior and
experiences will be discussed. The full list of behavior and experience remarks can be found in Appendix
M.
6.3.3.1 Search strategies
Table 6.2 Most used search strategies in the broadcasting scenario. The table shows the number of times that the search
strategy was used.

Samsung
7
8
5
4

EPG
Zapping
Zapping + EPG
Direct pick

Philips
9
7
1
2

Total
16
13
6
6

Most of the searches in the broadcasting scenarios were done by using the Electronic Program Guide or
by zapping (see table 6.2).
In the well-defined scenario, people navigated directly to the channel by pressing the channel number
on the remote control, if they knew the channel number. This action was only performed if people had a
clear idea on what channel they could find the content. When people didn’t know the channel number
they searched in the EPG for the channel, or they found the channel by zapping and using the provided
information.
While searching people didn’t always choose for the first thing that was pleasing or interesting for them.
Especially while using the EPG or by using the supporting interface elements that were offered by the
Samsung TV, people looked for multiple options. After seeing all options, people made their final
decision. On the Samsung TV, people made use of interface elements that provided content information
during zapping (see figure 6.7)
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Figure 6.7: Supporting interface elements for zapping in the Samsung condition

6.3.3.2 Content characteristics
Table 6.3 Most used content characteristics in the decision making process in the broadcasting scenario. The table shows the
number of times that participants made a remark about the characteristic.

Content characteristics
Samsung Philips
Total
Channel
12
5
17
Program Title
8
3
11
Knowledge
4
1
5
Decision making was not only based on the content that was broadcasted, but also based on the
channel that was broadcasted (see table 6.3). Theme channels (news channel, sport channel, comedy
channel etc.) were chosen, while participants didn’t knew the content that was playing. This didn’t
happen to any other channels.
In the poorly defined scenario, participants had a lot of freedom in choosing what content to watch.
During the decision making process while zapping, the first characteristic that is used is the visual
content that appears. When people used the EPG they made the decision based on the program title,
except for the two situations in which people also read the description. The direct pick strategy can
directly be associated with existing knowledge that people have of the channel number of the content.
In the free scenarios two other content characteristics were discovered which were specific for
broadcasting. One of the participants looked at the time that the content is already progressed. If the
content has just started or is about to start, he was more likely to keep watching. If the content already
has progressed, he would look further.
In choosing content people not only decided what they want to watch now, but also what they want to
watch after that content has ended or in case the content would be disappointing. Participants not only
decide what to watch, but also made a plan or schedule for further watching.
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6.3.3.3 User Experience
Table 6.4 Most remarked user experience issues in the broadcasting scenario. The table shows the number of times that the
issue was remarked.

UX issues
Samsung
Philips
Total
In the menu 'channels' peopIe can't pick a channel
2
0
2
The User Experience remarks led to one major issue (see table 6.4). The Samsung TV contained an app
that was named ‘channels’. Two people tried to navigate to broadcasting TV via this app. However,
contains only the functionality to install the channels.
Zapping is a search method that is common behavior for the participants. The participants used the zap
support that the Samsung TV delivered. This support was used by several participants. In the Philips
condition one of the participants said that he would expect and want this kind of support while zapping.
One of the participants complained in the Philips EPG that he couldn’t find how far content already
progressed. This made it harder for them to make a decision.
6.3.4 Downloaded content
6.3.4.1 Search strategies

Figure 6.8 Navigating through the downloaded content at the Samsung TV (left) and Philips TV (right).

In both conditions people browsed through the folder structure (see figure 6.8) to select the desired
content. Participants told that they had expectations how the folder structure would look like if they
would have stored the information themselves and tried to follow this structure to find content. The
Samsung TV offered the possibilities to sort the downloaded content on various arguments. Only a few
participants tried this (see table 6.5), but eventually they preferred to use the folder structure.
Table 6.5 Most used search strategies in the downloaded content scenario. The table shows the number of times that the
search strategy was used.

Search strategy
Browsing
Browsing + sorting
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When participants couldn’t find the desired content in a well-defined scenario. Four participants
suggested a text-based search option for these situations (see table 6.7).
6.3.4.2 Content characteristics
Table 6.6 Most used content characteristics in the decision making process in the downloaded content scenario. The table
shows the number of times that participants made a remark about the characteristic.

Content characteristics
Title
Folder Title
Recognition
Knowledge
Date
Episode nr.

Samsung
19
5
2
3
2
2

Philips
3
4
1
0
0
0

Total
22
9
3
3
2
2

Participants based their choice mainly on the title of the content. Also, the folder title was used in the
search and decision making process. An important part to choose content in the poorly defined scenario
was recognition of the content title. Participants seemed more eager to watch content they recognized,
rather than discovering new content.
6.3.4.3 User Experience
Table 6.7 Most remarked user experience issues in the downloaded content scenario. The table shows the number of times
that the issue was remarked.

UX Issues
Is there no direct search?
Can't find desired content, would like to have direct search

Samsung
2
2

Philips
0
0

Total
2
2

Although the interfaces of both TVs were very simplistic, people didn’t have any remarks about this.
Participants navigated quickly through the interface and told that they wouldn’t have any problems with
this if it would be their own hard disk. Participants complained about the loading time of the system in
the Samsung condition. In this condition, the hard disk was indexed at the first start-up and this took
approximately 20 seconds.
Remarks were made to provide other information with the content. Participants said that they would
like to see the duration of the content and a short description of the content.
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6.3.5 On-demand TV
6.3.5.1 Search strategies
Table 6.8 Most used search strategies in the video-on-demand scenario. The table shows the number of times that the
search strategy was used.

Search Strategy
Browsing
Browsing + filtering
Direct Search
Browsing + Direct Search
Direct Search + chaining

Samsung Philips Total
8
8
16
3
9
12
3
0
3
1
1
2
2
0
2

In the Philips condition participants already showed difficulties, choosing an app for video-on-demand.
People didn’t knew the apps and therefore already started with an important decision-making process in
choosing the app. In the Samsung-condition all people chose for viewing videos through the YourVideo
environment.
In the poorly defined scenario, participants used to browse through selections (see table 6.8) that were
already offered by the system (recommended, newest, most popular, top 20 etc.) and chose a video out
of these selections.
In the semi-defined scenario, most participants used filtering techniques to get a selection of videos,
from which they chose. In the well-defined scenario, most participants started with filtering techniques.
However, many participants couldn’t find the right filter and tried afterwards finding the content with a
text-based search (direct search).
6.3.5.2 Content characteristics
Table 6.9 Most used content characteristics in the decision making process in the video-on-demand scenario. The table
shows the number of times that participants made a remark about the characteristic.

Content characteristics
Samsung Philips Total
Pre-selected recommendations
9
9
18
Genre
8
5
13
Recognition
6
2
8
Title
5
1
6
Description
3
3
6
Cover
3
2
5
Trailer
1
2
3
Year
3
0
3
Popularity
2
0
2
Knowledge
2
0
2
As said before, most people searched through the pre-selected recommendations offered by the system
(see table 6.9). This was mainly done in the poorly defined scenario, where fourteen out of the fifteen
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participants used these recommendations to find content. Participants didn’t seem to care on what base
these recommendations were selected.
Thirteen times genre was used as a search criteria. This might be caused by the scenarios in which
sometimes genre was a requirement in performing the task.
Again, many of the content that was chosen, was recognized by the participant and found interesting or
entertaining. This happened only in the poorly defined and the well-defined scenario. Other content
characteristics that played a role were the title, description, cover, trailer and the year of release of the
content. Two times a participant started with forming an idea of what content to watch and then
searched for that particular title.
6.3.5.3 User Experience
During the video-on-demand scenarios, no UX issues were remarked by more than one participant.
However, in combination with the free scenarios, the following issues appeared.
Participants got annoyed when they got too see content options on the screen that were not relevant
for their desired goal. Especially after using a filter, participants wanted to see relevant results. After
being asked, participants defined relevant by popularity and age of the content.
In the Samsung condition information about movies was available, but those movies couldn’t be chosen
to view on-demand. This caused frustration for the participants. They only found out if the content was
available after doing a full search.
Although participants mentioned that popularity ratings were not a main reason to choose a movie.
Participants took it definitely into consideration in the decision making process.
6.3.6 Catch up TV
6.3.6.1 Search strategies
Table 6.10 Most used search strategies in the catch-up TV scenario. The table shows the number of times that the search
strategy was used.

Browsing + direct search
Direct Search
Browsing + EPG
Browsing

2
2
1
0

1
0
1
2

Participants showed difficulties to find the functionalities to watch catch-up TV. Participants expected an
app that was called catch-up TV. So, people used various apps to search for the desired content. In those
apps, text-based search was the often used (see table 6.10). Often this was combined with browsing. Six
participants didn’t succeed in finding the desired content and therefore didn’t complete the task. Two
participants expected to find catch-up TV in the EPG when they would navigate back in time.
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6.3.6.2 Content characteristics
Table 6.11 Most used content characteristics in the decision making process in the catch-up TV scenario. The table shows the
number of times that participants made a remark about the characteristic.

Title
3
1
Episode number
2
0
In this settings the most participants performed the search based on the title of the show. Also the
episode number (the newest) was used in the searches (see table 6.11).

4
2

It could be that in everyday life setting also the date and time of broadcasting plays a role. The same
goes for the channel of broadcasting. However, in the used scenario this wasn’t taken into account.
6.3.6.3 User Experience
Table 6.12 Most remarked user experience issues in the catch-up TV scenario. The table shows the number of times that the
issue was remarked.

Didn't know where to look for catch-up TV

4

2

Due to the fact that participants didn’t know where to look for the desired content, there was a lot of
frustration which reflected in many sighs.
6.3.7 Other
Despite of the scenarios where the platform that had to be used was given, there were also three
scenarios in which users were free to choose everything they wanted. The participant showed a wide
variety in choices which can’t be generalized. However, all participants chose first a platform and then
went searching for content. If they couldn’t find any desired content on a platform, they would switch to
another platform. The experiences and content characteristics that were gathered have been added in
the results above.
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7. A practical implementation of the content exploration model
The empirical research described in the previous chapters gives more insight in the user behavior in
content exploration. In this chapter the applicability of this behavior will be applied to the content
exploration model that is created in chapter 4 (see figure 7.1)
Content Exploration
Serendipity

Serendipity
Need

Well-defined search

Content Encounter

Active Search

Semi-defined search

Content Encountering

Content Description Encounter

Poorly defined search

Content Nomination

Evaluation of Alternatives

Information search

Content
Selection

Decision

Figure 7.1: The content exploration model as presented in section 4.4

7.1 Needs and encounters
The diary research (see section 5.2.1) illustrated that most new encounters with content occur via social
recommendations or via the commercials on broadcasting TV. These findings are supported by other
research (Mulligan, 2012; Bangma, 2011) . People appreciate the social encounters most when they
come from a small group of people that ‘know them well’. In this case they have the feeling that these
recommendations are really personalized.
As found in section 5.3.3, the main motivations to start watching video are the willingness to be
entertained and the willingness to relax. Furthermore reasons to start watching television could also be
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wanting to do something social or watching because you always do that at a certain time or during a
certain activity.

7.2 The content description encounter
The content description encounter might me be the way in which people discover most new content.
People encounter these descriptions during their everyday life. The most common ways to encounter
content descriptions is via social recommendations and commercials (see chapter 5.2). If people are
interest it doesn’t immediately trigger behavior. People try to remember their interest and if it’s
something that they’re really interested in they might record it. Plans to watch the content often remain
vague, with the exception for broadcasting TV, where the plan mostly is connected to the broadcasting
schedule.

7.3 The content encounter
Content encounters happen serendipitously when searching for other content. During zapping and other
methods of browsing, new content can be encountered. The content encounter can also happen when
walking physically into content. This happens in social settings, where people can join others in watching
content. Often the goal is to socialize with the other people that are watching.

7.4 Active Search
As earlier described, content search can vary from very well-defined search to really poor defined
search. During content discovery, people are mostly looking for recognition. Content is more likely to be
chosen, when people already have knowledge about it (see section 6.3). It doesn’t happen very often
that people go and actively search for new unknown content (content discovery). Mostly, people search
for content that they recognize. However, it happens that people discover new content in the search for
familiar content.
7.4.1 Well-defined search
Well-defined searches often happen during planned and structured TV behavior. Because people have a
clear goal, they often have a good idea about where they can find it. People often opt to browse to this
content. Only if people have no idea about the location, they are willing to use text based search to
locate the content.
7.4.2 Semi-defined search
During the semi-defined search, have a brief idea of the content they want to watch. Often the user has
decide what content type (movie, TV show etc.) or what genre he wants to see. Differentiating
techniques are often a useful way to make a first subset of available content, from which the users can
choose their desired content.
7.4.3 Poorly defined search
Poorly defined search might be the most used search type. The search is mostly performed by browsing
and the time spent scanning a content item is often short and shallow. Poorly defined searchcan be
associated with relaxing purposes.
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Content discovery is also a form of poorly defined search. Active content discovery often happens by
chaining (see appendix F). People often start with an actor or a particular title they enjoyed and use
related content to discover new content. Also browsing popularity lists is a very popular way of content
discovery (see section 6.3.5).

7.5 Evaluation of alternatives
After selecting content that is candidate for watching, people often want to watch further, before they
make a final decision. This happens most after the semi-defined search and the poorly defined search.
It’s less likely that people use this after a well-defined search.

7.6 Information search
After people get interested and select desired content they can first seek for extra information before
finalizing their decision. Primary content characteristics that play a role in the decision making process
are the title, the cover (VOD), the channel (broadcasting) and the description. Other characteristics that
are taken into account are the trailer (VOD), actors, popularity rating, year, duration and next scheduled
program (broadcasting).

7.7 Decision
After having performed the search, the user can make a final decision on what to watch. The decision
will be made based on the user’s knowledge about the content, the user’s mood, the physical effort, the
mental effort and situational factors (e.g. the batteries of the remote control are empty).
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8. Conclusion
TV watching is a big part of people’s everyday life. On average people spend 3 to 4 hours a day on
watching television. Because TV is integrated in everyday life, people show lots of discrepant behavior.
This means that there are a lot of different use cases that have to be taken into account when talking
about TV watching behavior. This research has looked at the ways in which people explore video
content.
The content exploration model that is presented in chapter 4 gives a first impression in what ways
people explore video content. The model is a macro-model. It shows how people can encounter content
and the actions and decisions that people have to execute to come to a decision of content that people
are going to watch. It cannot on anyway predict what people will choose. Therefore gratification studies
should be applied to the model.
This research look at the ways in which people encounter and discover new content. Most of the new
content is discovered by social recommendations and the commercials on broadcasting TV (see section
5.2.1). The interviews showed that people trust social recommendations the most when they come from
a close group of family and friends that ‘really know them’ (see appendix G). Commercials about TV
content are also appreciated by people. Possibly, because of the visual experience that it brings. After
encountering new content, people don’t make a real plan to watch it. Only if people see this new
content as something they really don’t want to miss (on broadcasting TV), they are willing to undertake
action. In all other cases a plan to watch the content is vague or non-existent.
Despite the increasing possibilities for watching video content, broadcasting is still the most used TV
source and therefore the most ‘normal’ in usage (see section 5.3.2). People often start with
broadcasting TV and switch to other platforms if there’s not fulfilling content on broadcasting TV.
However, downloaded content also has a huge share in the amount of content that is being watched.
For some of the participants, watching downloaded content on a PC was an alternative for watching
television. Also, video-on-demand is used as an alternative for DVDs.
Section 5.3.3 showed that the most used reasons to watch video content are for people to get
entertained or to relax. These are traditional roles of TV and do still apply. Watching downloaded
content is almost exclusively associated with relaxing and entertainment. Broadcasting is also watched
for a social experience and because it’s associated with timeslots or certain behavior. Internet streaming
videos are used more for informing purposes.
People form often a structured path with content they watch, but there is also room for content that
isn’t planned. Content search is a process that happens a lot during watching television. During these
moments, people go looking for other content.
In the poorly defined searches, people do a lot of browsing to find content. If there’s a big content
collection and the user has a sense of direction in his search (semi-defined search) differentiating
techniques can help to find a way through the content. In well-defined searching, the user often knows
where he can find the desired content. In these cases, a user can directly navigate to the desired
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content, but in many cases the user still browsed to the content. This might indicate that the act of
browsing could be an experience for the user in itself and was therefore being used. Text-based search
is only used when people have no idea of where they can find the desired content.
In content discovery top popularity lists are a popular way to discover new content (see section 6.3.3).
People like to search for new content that is related to content that they know they appreciate. Also,
chaining techniques are popular (see Appendix G)
When making a final decision people make use of a set of available content characteristics. The title is
often the first characteristic that is obtained. The actors, popularity rating, year and duration can also
play a role in the decision making process. In broadcasting also the channel and the next scheduled
program play a role. Visual characteristics like the cover and a trailer are highly appreciated. However, if
these characteristics aren’t available, the user will still make a decision.
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9. Discussion
9.1 Limitations and future research
This research has given more insight in user behavior during the content exploration process. However it
has some limitations.
The empirical part of this research has been conducted with individual participants. In practice, TV
watching is in many cases a social experience in which multiple people are involved. So, the results in
this research apply on individual decision making. Future research might focus on joint decision making
with regards to content choice. It’s recommended to do future studies in the home environment of
people, so that we not only can see how social bonds influence the decision making process. It will also
show how people act when multiple content is viewed after each other and how other activities
influence the process.
A big part of TV watching consists of structured behavior. Therefore people aren’t very conscious about
their own behavior. Therefore content exploration studies should always involve observational elements
to gain knowledge about this process.
The TV is currently rapidly developing to a more interactive device. This also means that there are new
ways to control and interact with the TV. In this study, we have observed TV behavior when using a
traditional remote control. In future studies there might be more attention for the new ways to control
a TV. Speech-based input can possibly change the way that people search for content. It offers an easier
way to perform text-based search.
The people that participated in this study were mostly higher educated. People were selected on the
ability to view content from multiple content platforms to see what choices are being made. Future
studies should pay more attention to a representative sample in which also the cognitive styles are
represented, as they are the main drive in choosing a search strategy.
As multiple times mentioned in this research, mood plays an important part in choosing and selecting
content. Future research can go into more detail about mood management theory and how it can be
included in the content exploration model that is presented here.

9.2 Design guidelines
From the results of this research guidelines for TV interface design with regards to content search can be
extracted. The guidelines are directly applicable on the user interface of television. These guidelines are
composed for Philips TV specifically, but might also be adaptable to other TVs. The guidelines are set up
based on the observations in the think-aloud study (see appendix M). Besides these guidelines also, the
general results of this research as described in chapter 8 should be taken into account when designing
user interfaces for television.
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9.2.1 General Points
9.2.1.1 Quick response time of the system.
The test results showed that people got frustrated by a low response time of the system. Although
people didn’t have a problem with performing searches that took a long time, waiting for the system
was a reason to quit searching. Especially instant search options, search where the system gives instant
search query suggestions while typing, slowed down the system. When designing a system, extra search
functionalities should never slow down the system response time. This means that a user should always
be able to continue even when the system still has to load certain items.
9.2.1.2 Research the functionality of the return button.
The research showed that the back button on the remote control was used a lot and with lots of
different purposes. While the back button in fact brings you one step higher in the systems hierarchy,
people used it a lot in attempts to repair a mistake. Due to the fact that the return button didn’t bring
them back to the previous screen (what they expected), people got more frustrated. Therefore it could
be useful to perform more research in how people use the back button and what its functionalities
should be.
9.2.1.3 Common design guidelines for apps
Different apps used different methods for letting people input text. Although the Philips remote control
gives a good method to input text, none of the apps made use of this option and had their own custom
method of text input. This lead to confusion for some users. Certain standards or guidelines will create
unity, which will increase the user experience.
9.2.1.4 Provide people with browsing opportunities
People like to browse. Browsing is a way for people to discover new content, but also to navigate to
content. Even if people don’t know where certain content is located, they often choose browsing over a
query search to find the content. To offer people quick search by browsing, also fast browsing should be
facilitated. By pressing one button on the remote a user should be able to go to the next page of results.
9.2.1.5 The icon of an app should make clear its functionality
People only see the icon of an app, when they decide to open it or not. Some apps or brands are wellknown and people already know the functionality it offers. However a lot of apps aren’t known by users
and people only tend to open it if the title or the icon explain what functionality it offers. This caused
that people didn’t use video content apps in the think-aloud study. So for the app-developers there’s the
task to give the app a clear name and icon. The SmartTV platform can also help by providing information
about the application or by categorizing apps.
9.2.1.6 The welcome screen of an app should always contain its functionality
When opening an app for the first time, users have little confidence. The app should immediately show
and offer the basic functionality. Splash screens and login screens scare the user away.
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9.2.2 Broadcasting
9.2.2.1 Provide support in zapping
People like to zap, but they also like to watch TV. An interface should give people the opportunity to see
what’s on other channels while watching TV (See section 6.3.3). In the decision making process for
picking a channel also the content that will be shown in the future plays a role.
9.2.2.2 Provide an enhanced EPG
The program guide that was used on the Philips TV was very basic. Improvements can be made by
making sure that the user can see what’s on currently and what’s on after the current show. Also, make
sure that the user can see what is the current time and how far the current shows are advanced.
New functionalities in an advanced EPG can be made by including catch-up TV. In this concepts, people
can go back in time in the EPG and select content that already has been broadcasted. This should
decrease the effort that is involved in accessing content (Hall & partners, 2012). Research by Plunkett
showed that an enhanced EPG is the most desired new functionality on TV by users (Plunkett, 2012).
Lee at al. (2008) performed research on interfaces for multimedia information retrieval in interactive TV.
In their research they describe design solutions for an enhanced EPG interface.
9.2.3 Downloaded Content / Recorded Content
9.2.3.1 There are opportunities for downloaded content on TV
The research showed that a lot of video content that is consumed is downloaded (see section 5.3.2).
Most of this content is currently watched on the computer. When making this content accessible on TV,
it’s important to emphasize that the process of accessing this content should be very easy for a
consumer, because an important motivation for watching content is to relax.
A stated advantage of downloaded content is that people can download their own preferred subtitle
with the content. Also here an improvement can be made.
9.2.3.2 Provide metadata with downloaded content
While discovering downloaded content on the TV, people wanted to know more information about the
content. The video duration and a description were named as metadata that people would like to see.
9.2.3.3 Direct search
People browse mostly through their downloaded content. They emphasize the fact that they normally
know where they have stored their content. However, when people can’t find it by browsing, they
would like to have an option to do a direct search for content.
9.2.4 Video-on-demand
9.2.4.1Display the progress
When people perform a search, there are always several things that can support the progress for a user.
While browsing through content, it’s useful that people can see how many content options the user has
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to browse through and where the user is located in this collection. This way, a user can decide how far
he will browse or if he should refine the search.
9.2.4.2 Display relevant content
People want to see ‘relevant’ content when browsing. Two main characteristics were used for deciding if
content was relevant. First people want to see content that is relevant time wise. So, people preferred
to browse through new movies, rather than older ones. Secondly, people want to browse through
content that is relevant popular wise.
9.2.4.3Remember previous searches
Due to the fact that text input and navigation is still not ideal on a television, people make lots of
mistakes. It happens often that a user makes an error while searching, through which the selection that
was made got lost. Therefore it’s useful if the system remembers previous searches. In this way the user
can restore his previous selection in an easy manner.
9.2.4.4 Provide the right content information
When people are discovering new content there are several content characteristics that are used to
decide if the user will be interested in the content (See section 6.3.5). Primary content characteristics
that play a role in the decision making process are the title, the cover and the description. Other
characteristics that are taken into account are the trailer, actors, rating, year and duration.
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Appendix A: Acronyms and Abbreviations

Figure 1: Characteristics of television categories (McGinley, 2008)
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Browsing: ‘semi-directed searching’. For example: zapping
Catch Up TV: Video-on-demand platform that provides content that has previously been broadcasted.
Content discovery: The search for new, previously unknown content
Content exploration: the process that a user engages and experiences from the moment that he has the
first encounter with video content until the moment that he chooses the content
Content platform: a standardized way or channel through which the content will be presented
Chaining: Following linked content to navigate through a system. For example: navigating through the
related content.
Differentiating: The use of known differences in information sources as a way of filtering the search. For
example: filtering on genre.
EPG: Electronic Program Guide: TV interface that shows the broadcasting schedule
Lean back TV: The principle that TV is an activity that requires low effort from the user
Interactive TV: TV that is enriched with enhanced functionalities
Serendipity: An unintended meeting
VOD: Video on demand: TV interface that allows users to choose and start content immediately.
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Appendix B: Informed Consent diary study
Research Participant Information and Consent Form
Title of the Study: User behavior in video exploration
Principal Investigator: Jeroen Hulman (phone: +31 0(6) 14639867) (email:
jeroen.hulman@philips.com)
DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH
You are invited to participate in a research study about video exploration. The central
theme in this study is to monitor the behavior from the moment people encounter a
description of a video until the moment they decide to watch it. The purpose of the
research is to get know how about how people explore video content.
You have been asked to participate because we want to get more insight in the actual
video behavior of people
This study will include an intake, a period during which the participant reports his own
video behavior and a final interview.
WHAT WILL MY PARTICIPATION INVOLVE?
If you decide to participate in this research you will be asked to keep track of your own
video behavior by reporting it on an app that will be installed by the researcher on your
Android phone. You will be asked to answer questions on your mobile phone after you
encountered (a description of a) video and after watching a video. You will be asked to
do this for a period of 4 weeks. After this period you will be asked to meet for a final
interview during which the process and the results will be evaluated.
HOW WILL MY CONFIDENTIALITY BE PROTECTED?
While there will probably be publications as a result of this study, your name will not be
used. Only group characteristics will be published.
If you participate in this study, we would like to be able to quote you directly without
using your name. If you agree to allow us to quote you in publications, please initial the
statement at the bottom of this form.
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WHOM SHOULD I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
You may ask any questions about the research at any time. If you have questions about
the research after you leave today you should contact the Principal Investigator Jeroen
Hulman at +31 0(6) 14639867.
Your participation is completely voluntary. If you begin participation and change your
mind you may end your participation at any time without penalty.
Your signature indicates that you have read this consent form, had an opportunity to ask
any questions about your participation in this research and voluntarily consent to
participate.

Name of Participant :______________________________

_______________________________________ ______________
Signature

Date

I give my permission to be quoted directly in publications without using my
_________ name.
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Appendix C: Questionnaire demographics

Final questions

nr (to be filled in by

researcher): ____
Please fill out the following questions. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate and ask the researcher

Personal Information
Sex
Age

Male /Female

Encircle

…….

Highest level of education completed:

Nationality

Less than High School

□

High School

□

Some College Degree

□

Bachelor’s Degree

□

Master’s Degree

□

Doctor’s Degree

□

…………………..

Your home
How many TV channel can you receive at home?

…………

(Estimated)

Do you have access to the following devices in your household?

Do you have access to on-demand TV at home?

TV Experience
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PC

□

Laptop

□

Tablet

□

Smartphone

□

Media Server/NAS

□

Internet on TV

□

Yes/No

Encircle

User behavior in video content exploration
Choose three words that describe the ideal TV experience for you
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Relaxed

□

Refined

□

Intelligent

□

Overwhelming

□

Realistic

□

Uncomplicated

□

Active

□

Laidback

□

Entertaining

□
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Appendix D: Demographics participants diary study
Gender
Male: 15 (75%)
Female: 5 (25%)
Nationality
Netherlands:
Other:

16 (80%)
4 (20%)

Age
<25: 10 (50%)
25-50: 9 (45%)
50+: 1 (5%)
Family situation
Alone:
6 (30%)
Living with other adults:
13 (65%)
Living with adults and children: 1 (5%)
Education
Less than High School:
High School:
Some College Degree:
Bachelor’s Degree:
Master’s Degree:
Doctor’s Degree:

0
0
2 (10%)
10 (50%)
7 (35%)
1 (5%)

Devices and services
25
20
15
10
5
0

Number of participants that have access to device or services

Number of broadcasting channels available
<35:
10 (50%)
35-100:
7 (35%)
>100:
3 (15%)
Mean: 49.45 σ=44.84
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TV experience
This question wasn’t distinguished enough to divide the participants in different TV user groups.
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Appendix E: Questions and answers used in the mobile diary study
Video Encountered
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Title
Time
Source of encounter
o Social recommendation
o Expert recommendation
o Newspaper/magazine
o Comercial/Trailer/Advertisement
o Electronic Program Guide
o Paper Program Guide
o Other______
What possibilities do you have to watch the content?
o Broadcasting TV
o Video on Demand
o Internet Streaming
o Downloaded Content
o DVD/Video/Blu-Ray
o Watch at a friend or acquaintance
o Other_______
When are you planning to watch the encountered content?
o Never
o I’ve already watched the content
o Now
o Today
o This week
o This month
o Somewhere in the future
How are you remembering the encountered content
o Mental storage (remembering)
o Writing down
o Mark in Electronic Program Guide
o Mark in Paper Program Guide
o Other______
How satisfied are you with the encountered content?

Content Watched
•
•
•

Title
Time
On which screen did you watch?
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o TV
o TV
o PC
o Laptop
o Smartphone
o Tablet
o Other________
What was the content source?
o Broadcasting
o Downloaded Content
o Internet Streaming
o Video on Demand
o DVD/Video/Blu-Ray
o Other_______
Why did you watch this content
o Getting Entertained
o Relaxing
o Doing Something Social
o Getting Informed
o I always watch video during this time of the day
o Other_______
Where did you watch the content?
o At home
o At someone else’s home
o At work
o On the road
o Other________
With whom did you watch?
o With my partner
o Number of other adults
o Number of children age 12-18
o Number of children age 4-12
o Number of children age 0-4
Who chose to watch this video
o I did
o Someone else did
o It was a joint decision
Did you perform any other activities while watching?
o Yes
o No
What activities did you perform?
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•

o Chores
o Internet Browsing
o Communicating
o Working
o Other_______
How satisfied were you with the video?
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Appendix F: Interview questions
Reporting
-

How did you experience it? Did it take a lot of effort?
Did you encounter any problems?
What/where/when were the moments that you reported?
Do the reports give a clear view of your video behavior?

Encountering
-

Where do you encounter new content?
How do you decide what to watch on (broadcasting) TV?
How do you decide what to record?
o Do you know what recorded content you have stored?
How do you decide what to download?
o Do you know what downloaded content you have stored?
When do you use video-on-demand?
o Do you have a clear view of what content is available through video-on-demand?
Do you use reminders?
Do you use wishlists?

Watching
-

When do you turn the TV on?
When do you use broadcasting?
When do you use video-on-demand?
When do you watch downloaded content?
When do you watch recorded content?
When do you watch internet video’s?

Note 1: The ‘when’ in the questions doesn’t refer to a particular point in time, but does refer to a
particular context.
Note 2: Next to the questions above, participants were asked specific questions about their reported
behavior.
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Appendix G: Interview summaries
Inteview 1
Male, Age 25-50, married and two small children.
Reporting
The app makes me more conscious of my watching behavior. During the first week I reported
everything. After that I forgot more often to report. I think that 4 weeks is a long period. You can see a
clear pattern in my behavior. It’s every week the same. The fact that I got more conscious didn’t
influence my watching behavior.
When reporting multiple items after each other, the app remembers the filed in data. It’s easier if it’s
empty when starting with a new report.
I often reported in the evening. It would be easier if the app also contained a calendar, so you can also
give in data from previous days.
Yes. As said before, you can extend this. I watch every week the same things. I mostly watch with others.
My wife and children choose the content. I often browse on internet or do something else while
watching.
Encountering
I mostly watch on TV, incidentally I watch video on my tablet, but I prefer the TV.
Most of the new content I discover is found through face-to-face recommendations of friends.
Recommendations of people I know are more reliable than for instance an IMDB rating. Other
encounters often end up in a playlist, but have no priority in watching.
I mostly watch on demand. With the exception of sports. I have to watch that live. My wife has a fixed
schedule of series she watches. After 20.30 we only watch broadcasting before that sometimes also
catch-up TV. I use the EPG and watch the first ten channels and then decide. My wife always zaps and if
she can’t find something, she will use the program guide on teletext. I there’s nothing interesting than I
will watch Discovery Channel or turn the music on.
I never use recording, however I do have the possibility. It’s too much work to install the recorder via the
EPG. Only in preparation of the holidays I record via the PC and store this on DVDs, so the children can
watch this in the car.
When I get a recommendation that I like, I immediately download the movie. Via an app on my mobile I
can command my server at home to download. Sometimes it takes weeks before I watch it. I download
only movies, no series. When we watch the downloaded content, we sometime first go to IMDB to read
the description or to watch the trailer. The rating of a large crowd is important, but personal
recommendations are more important. I know exactly what I have stored. It’s ordered in folders.
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I have the possibility to watch VOD, but it’s a lot of work to sign up. When I do it it’s with the whole
family in the weekend. Apple TV has not much content and therefore I only used it once.
The children sometimes get a DVD. I’d rather have my content digital, so it doesn’t take any physical
space.
Incidentally I watch a Youtube movie, but not often.
I don’t use any form of reminders if I miss something it’s probably not important enough to remember.
I don’t use wishlists. Things I want to see, I watch or download immediately. You could see the
download folder as my wishlist.
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Interview 2
Female, Age 18-25, Living alone (student)
Reporting
The reporting went well. I am more conscious of my watching behavior. It is very repetitive. The
behavior is representative for my behavior. It looks in the data that my behavior is very structured
timewise, but that’s not the case. Once I had the problem that I was kicked out of the app, but besides
that it went well.
I reported mostly right after watching content. Sometimes a bit later, but always on the same day.
Encountering
I discover new content via social media. Mostly via links and trailers on Facebook. Also via commercials
on broadcasting TV. When I encounter something interesting I will download it. I don’t like commercials
during broadcasting TV. I like recommendations from friends that have the same interests as me. I
always check the content with the rating on imdb.com.
If series stop, I will search for new series. On episodes calendar, you have a tag cloud with popular
series. Eztv.it has a list with popular series or the IMDB top lists. Popularity ratings have a lot of value for
me. Sometimes I search for actors and in which videos they have also starred.
I discover internet videos mostly via social media or e-mail. Mostly these are short internet videos about
cats.
Watching
I mostly watch series. I don’t have many time, so I can watch series in between. When there are new
episode of my favorite series, I will watch them the next day. I use episode calendar for reminders. Most
content will be stored for some time on my hard disk, but when clean up my hard disk I will delete some
videos. I know exactly what I have stored on my hard disk.
I mostly watch broadcasting TV when I don’t have any downloaded content ready to watch. Also during
dinner I watch broadcasting TV. I don’t like silence in my house, so I often turn the TV on. My TV and
computer are next to each other, so it doesn’t matter very much on which screen I watch. I don’t
undertake any action if I missed some content on broadcasting TV.
I don’t record things, I don’t have the abilities. My parents have a hard disk recorder. Sometimes they
record content for me.
I have never used video-on-demand. I don’t have any idea how it works.
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Interview 3
Female, age 50+, married, no children in household
Reporting
The reporting didn’t went as good as I had expected. The application wasn’t as smooth as I would
expect. Data history was in the input fields when I wanted to do a second report, so I first had to erase
that. It was hard to keep track of my watching behavior, because I watch a lot of TV. I watch a lot of TV
in the back, while I’m doing other stuff. I didn’t encounter new content during this period.
I always reported in the evening or the day after.
Encountering
I discover new programs by watching announcements during the commercials. Also, we get the guide of
the movie channel. I pick some movies that would be interesting, but I don’t always watch them. Also, I
look what TV shows there are highlighted in the newspaper.
Watching
I have a very fixed broadcasting schedule. I start the TV when I get home from work or when I’m starting
to cook dinner. First I start with zapping until I find something interesting. After I’ve found something
the channel stays on for the rest of the evening. I only switch the channel if the content really bothers
me. Because I’m doing other things at the same time it’s mostly in the background. During the
weekends, I sit down and watch series with attention. I will watch series with my husband and often my
son comes to visit. The schedule is fixed.
I only record content if I’m going to miss from a series that I want to watch. It’s easier than catch-up TV.
I’m never sure if content is available via catch-up TV. My husband records most content and always has
a list of recorded content he watches. If I missed an episode, I will try to watch it via Uitzending gemist.
I don’t know how to download content. It could be interesting when I’ve missed a show or people
recommend some kind of a documentary.
I use video-on-demand in the weekend on Saturday and Sunday morning. On these moments we don’t
have a fixed schedule and time to watch something emerging. I don’t have a clear view of what is
available via video-on-demand. I make the decision together with my husband. We look at the genre,
title, description, actors, country and a short preview.
I use reminders in the EPG to watch content that I watch incidentally.
I never watch DVDs. We own them, but never watch them anymore.
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Interview 4
Male, 18-25, lives alone
Reporting
The reporting went well. It became an automatism. I got more conscious of my behavior. I didn’t
encounter any big issues with the app.
Encountering
Most of the new broadcasting shows I discover by dumb luck. Mostly it’s something that is on after a
series that I watched. Also, sometimes there are fragments of shows on youtube or dumpert.nl which
make me want to see the full show.
Via friends I discover new series. If one friend recommends something I mostly ignore it. But if multiple
friends recommend the same show, it’s a reason for me to start watching.
Sometimes if I’m bored I will go and search for new series or movies. I mostly look at recent content that
is popular. I look in top lists at IMDB or other sites. Also, sometimes I look in what movies an actor or
actress has starred.
Watching
I watch a lot of broadcasting TV when I’m at home. When I’m bored I put on the television. Most of the
times I’m at the same time web-browsing or gaming at my laptop. I mostly switch to comedy series. I
don’t have a fixed schedule. I often forget the time and then I would have missed half of the shows. I’d
rather watch catch-up TV or download the series, because I can watch it on my own time.
I have a couple of series that I follow. I download them, because the latest episodes are only on TV in
America. I mostly download them the morning after they aired. I watch them as soon as I have time. If I
encounter a new movie I also download them. I don’t always watch them instantly, sometimes I never
even watch them. I keep all my content stored on an external hard disk. So, I have the option to\ watch
the movies another time.
I don’t record any content. I don’t have a recorder. Besides that, catch-up TV is nicer to use. You don’t
have to remember to watch something.
I watch a lot of internet videos, mostly on Youtube. I watch every day some funny movies. Most of them
are from the top list on Dumpert, also I watch videos that friends posted on Facebook. I listen music via
Youtube, also sometimes I look for instructions on Youtube. For Instance if I want to learn Photoshop, I
watch a tutorial on Youtube.
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Appendix H: Consent Form Think-Aloud Study
Research Participant Information and Consent Form
Title of the Study: Content Search
Principal Investigator: Jeroen Hulman (phone: +31 0(6) 14639867) (email:
jeroen.hulman@philips.com)
DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH
You are invited to participate in a research study about content search. The purpose of
the research is to get know how people search for video content.
This study will include one session during which the participant will have to execute a
variation of search tasks in front of a television.
WHAT WILL MY PARTICIPATION INVOLVE?
If you decide to participate in this research you will be asked to execution search tasks
in front of the television. During these tasks you will be asked to think aloud. After every
task you will be asked to fill in an evaluation form. Your actions will be registered by a
video camera.
HOW WILL MY CONFIDENTIALITY BE PROTECTED?
While there will probably be publications as a result of this study, your name will not be
used. Only group characteristics will be published.
If you participate in this study, we would like to be able to quote you directly without
using your name. If you agree to allow us to quote you in publications, please initial the
statement at the bottom of this form.
WHOM SHOULD I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
You may ask any questions about the research at any time. If you have questions about
the research after you leave today you should contact the Principal Investigator Jeroen
Hulman at +31 0(6) 14639867.
Your participation is completely voluntary. If you begin participation and change your
mind you may end your participation at any time without penalty.
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Your signature indicates that you have read this consent form, had an opportunity to ask
any questions about your participation in this research and voluntarily consent to
participate.
Name of Participant :______________________________
_______________________________________ ______________
Signature

Date

I give my permission to be quoted directly in publications without using my
_________ name.
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Appendix I: Instructions
Introduction
Dear participant,
During this test you’ll have to execute different scenarios. All these scenarios are based on content
search. After reading a scenario you will have to execute a search on the television. During the execution
you are asked to ‘think aloud’. This means that you will speak all your thoughts and ideas out loud. After
every scenario you will be asked to answer several statements.
The research will contain 13 different scenarios, but first you will start with a short exploration of the
television.
If you have any questions left, please ask the researcher.
Thank you for your participation!
Jeroen Hulman
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Appendix J: Scenarios used in the think-aloud study
Broadcasting
1. You want to relax in front of the TV
2. You want to be informed about the news
3. You want to see an episode of ‘two and a half man’ which starts now at Veronica
Video on Demand
1. You want to see if there’s anything entertaining on video-on-demand
2. You want to see a comedy movie on video-on-demand
3. You want to see a TV series about World War II
Downloaded Content
1. You want to see if you have any downloaded content left to watch
2. You want to relax with an animation movie
3. You want to watch the newest episode of House M.D. that you already have downloaded
Catch-up TV
1. You missed the last episode of Top Gear. You want to catch up.
No platform specified
1. You want to kill some time by watching TV
2. You want to see a comedy show
3. You want to see an episode of a TV series
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Appendix K: Task Form
Scenario nr 1a

Participant nr____

1) Please press the ‘home’ button on the remote control
2) Perform a search with the following scenario in mind
“You want to relax in front of the TV”
Use broadcasting television for this search
3) When you have finished your search, please answer the following statements
1
Totally
disagree

2
Disagree

The scenario was very recognizable
3
4
5
Somewhat
Neutral
Somewhat
disagree
agree

6
Agree

7
Totally
agree

1
Totally
disagree

I often find myself in a situation similar to the scenario
2
3
4
5
6
Disagree
Somewhat
Neutral
Somewhat
Agree
disagree
agree

7
Totally
agree

1
Totally
disagree

2
Disagree

The search process was easy for me
3
4
5
Somewhat
Neutral
Somewhat
disagree
agree

6
Agree

7
Totally
agree

2
Disagree

I felt uncertain during the search process
3
4
5
Somewhat
Neutral
Somewhat
disagree
agree

6
Agree

7
Totally
agree

2
Disagree

I’m satisfied with the result of my search
3
4
5
Somewhat
Neutral
Somewhat
disagree
agree

6
Agree

7
Totally
agree

1
Totally
disagree
1
Totally
disagree

Additional remarks:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix M: Survey Think-Aloud Study

Final questions

nr (to be filled in by

researcher): ____

Please fill out the following questions. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate and ask the researcher

Personal Information
Sex
Age

Male /Female

Encircle

…….

Highest level of education completed:

Nationality

Less than High School

□

High School

□

Some College Degree

□

Bachelor’s Degree

□

Master’s Degree

□

Doctor’s Degree

□

…………………..

Your home
How many TV channel can you receive at home?

…………

(Estimated)

Do you have access to the following devices in your household?

Do you have access to on-demand TV at home?
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PC

□

Laptop

□

Tablet

□

Smartphone

□

Media Server/NAS

□

Internet on TV

□

Yes/No

Encircle

User behavior in video content exploration
TV Experience
Choose three words that describe the ideal TV experience for you
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Relaxed

□

Refined

□

Intelligent

□

Overwhelming

□

Realistic

□

Uncomplicated

□

Active

□

Laidback

□

Entertaining

□
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Appendix L: Demographics participants think-aloud study
Gender
Male: 10 (67%)
Female:5(33%)
Age
<25:
25-50:
50+:
Missing data:

5 (33%)
9 (60%)
0 (0%)
1 (7%)

Education
Less than High School:
High School:
Some College Degree:
Bachelor’s Degree:
Master’s Degree:
Doctor’s Degree:

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (7%)
8 (53%)
6 (40%)
0 (0%)

Devices
Number of participants that have access to device or service

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Number of broadcasting channels available
<35:
11 (73%)
35-100:
1 (7%)
>100:
3 (20%)
Mean: 225.40* σ=768.31
*)mean is high because of one participant that received 3000 channels via satellite TV.
TV experience
This question wasn’t distinguished enough to divide the participants in different TV user groups.
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Appendix M: Results Think-Aloud Study
Mean and standard deviation scores of the recognizability and the similarity with own life experience of the scenarios
(n=15). Points were awarded on a 7 point likert scale (see appendix K, statement 1 and 2).

Scenario
1a
1b
1c
2a
2b
2c
3a
3b
3c
4a
5a
5b
5c

Recognizability
5.87 (σ = 0.99)
5.20 (1.27)
6.27 (1.03)
5.07 (1.67)
5.20 (1.37)
5.07 (1.28)
5.14 (1.46)
5.29 (1.07)
5.40 (1.64)
5.23 (1.24)
5.93 (0.96)
5.93 (0.80)
5.80 (0.86)

Similarity
5.93 (σ = 0.96)
4.87 (1.5)
5.20 (1.57)
4.53 (2.13)
4.20 (1.74)
4.13 (1.51)
5.36 (1.39)
4.86 (1.03)
5.73 (1.10)
4.31 (1.93)
5.73 (1.16)
5.13 (1.55)
5.80 (0.94)

Mean and standard deviation of task scores on easiness, uncertainty and satisfaction in both test conditions. Points were
awarded on a 7 point likert scale see Appendix K statement 3, 4 and 5

Scenario
1a

1b

1c

2a

2b

2c

Jeroen Hulman

Condition
Samsung n=8
Philips n=7
Total n=15
Samsung
Philips
Total
Samsung
Philips
Total
Samsung
Philips
Total
Samsung
Philips
Total
Samsung
Philips
Total

Easiness
5.75 (σ = 1.04)
4.86 (1.35)
5.33 (1.23)
5.13 (1.25)
6.00 (1.41)
5.53 (1.36)
5.38 (1.92)
5.14 (1.35)
5.27 (1.62)
4.75 (1.17)
4.43 (2.15)
4.60 (1.64)
3.38 (1.92)
4.29 (1.38)
3.80 (1.70)
3.13 (1.55)
3.29 (2.06)
3.20 (1.74)

Uncertainty
1.88 (σ = 0.84)
3.57 (1.61)
2.67 (1.95)
2.88 (1.25)
3.00 (2.24)
2.93 (1.71)
2.75 (1.83)
2.71 (1.50)
2.73 (1.62)
3.25 (2.12)
4.14 (2.04)
3.67 (2.06)
4.38 (1.92)
5.00 (1.00)
4.67 (1.54)
3.88 (2.10)
5.29 (1.50)
4.53 (1.92)
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Satisfaction
5.38 (σ = 1.30)
5.86 (0.90)
5.60 (1.12)
5.13 (1.55)
6.00 (1.41)
5.53 (1.51)
6.13 (0.84)
5.86 (1.07)
6.00 (0.93)
4.88 (1.55)
5.14 (1.35)
5.00 (1.41)
4.00 (2.00)
4.57 (1.51)
4.27 (1.75)
3.88 (2.23)
4.29 (1.80)
4.07 (1.98)
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3a

3b

3c

4a

5a

5b

5c
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Samsung
Philips
Total
Samsung
Philips
Total
Samsung
Philips
Total
Samsung
Philips
Total
Samsung
Philips
Total
Samsung
Philips
Total
Samsung
Philips
Total

4.14 (2.19)
5.43 (1.27)
4.79 (1.85)
5.29 (1.25)
5.29 (1.50)
5.29 (1.33)
4.00 (2.00)
5.71 (0.76)
4.80 (1.74)
2.50 (1.05)
2.86 (1.95)
2.69 (1.55)
5.38 (1.06)
5.86 (1.07)
5.60 (1.06)
4.75 (1.39)
5.29 (1.11)
5.00 (1.25)
5.50 (1.20)
5.86 (0.90)
5.67 (1.05)

3.71 (2.29)
3.71 (1.98)
3.71 (2.05)
2.71 (1.80)
3.43 (2.15)
3.07 (1.94)
3.00 (2.07)
4.00 (1.53)
3.47 (1.85)
5.83 (0.75)
5.71 (0.76)
5.77 (0.73)
2.50 (1.69)
2.57 (1.62)
2.53 (1.60)
2.75 (1.58)
4.57 (1.40)
3.60 (1.72)
2.63 (1.60)
3.57 (2.07)
3.07 (1.83)
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5.00 (2.00)
5.57 (1.27)
5.29 (1.64)
5.57 (0.98)
5.57 (1.27)
5.57 (1.09)
5.63 (1.19)
6.14 (0.69)
5.87 (0.99)
2.17 (1.17)
3.29 (2.29)
2.77 (1.88)
5.50 (0.93)
6.00 (0.82)
5.73 (0.88)
5.38 (1.77)
5.29 (1.38)
5.33 (1.54)
5.75 (0.89)
5.57 (1.27)
5.67 (1.05)
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Number of time that actions were performed and remarks were made during the think-aloud study

Scenario
1a
Search Strategy

Content characteristics

User Experience

1b

Search Strategy

Content characteristics
User Experience
Other
1c

Search Strategy

Content characteristics

User Experience

2a

Search Strategy
Content characteristics

Jeroen Hulman

Zapping + EPG
EPG
Zapping
Channel
Program Title
Description
Recognition
Future content on channel
Chooses channel for searching
In the menu 'channels' I can't pick a
channel

Samsung Philips Total
3
1
4
1
1
2
4
5
9
3
0
3
3
1
4
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
0
1
1
0
1
2

0

2

Zapping + EPG
EPG
Zapping
Direct pick
Direct pick + Zapping
Channel
Program Title
Has no idea how to get to broadcasting
Uses 'schedule viewing' option in EPG

1
5
2
0
0
5
5
1
1

0
4
0
1
1
3
2
0
0

1
9
2
1
1
8
7
1
1

Direct pick
EPG
Zapping
EPG + Zapping
Knowledge
Channel
How can I go fast to the top (ch. 1) of the
guide?
The 'find' button on the remote control
doesn't help me find

4
1
2
1
4
4

1
4
2
0
1
2

5
5
4
1
5
6

0

1

1

0

1

1

Browsing
Browsing + filtering
Pre-selected recommendations
Cover
Recognition
Title
Trailer

8
0
8
3
3
3
1

5
2
6
0
1
1
1

13
2
14
3
4
4
2
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User Experience

2b

Search Strategy

Content characteristics

User Experience

Other

Jeroen Hulman

Actors
Popularity
Description
Social Reccomendation
Genre
Not looking for extra information because
of speed TV
It's too slow
You cannot do a combined search
It's not good that you have to press next
every time before you can browse further
There's no app called video-on-demand

1
2
2
1
2

0
0
0
0
1

1
2
2
1
3

1
2
1

0
0
0

1
2
1

0
0

1
1

1
1

Browsing + filtering
Browsing + Direct Search + filtering +
sorting
Browsing + filtering + Direct Search +
chaining
Browsing
Direct Search
Browsing + filtering + sorting
Browsing + filtering + sorting + direct
search
genre
pre-defined recommendations
title
year
description
recognition
trailer
cover
Makes mistake while hovering over link
It's not clear if results are sorted ascending
or descending
I hate this (text) input
I can't find if it's viewable
These are all old movies (negative)
It's too slow
ratings don't mean a thing
I can't see what I have selected
TV gets stuck and resets itself
At home, I don't search very categoryspecific

2

4

6

1

0

1

1
0
1
1

0
2
0
0

1
2
1
1

1
3
0
2
3
0
3
0
0
1

0
3
2
0
0
2
1
1
1
0

1
6
2
2
3
2
4
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

0

1
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2c

Search Strategy

Content characteristics

User Experience

Other

3a

Search Strategy
Content characteristics

User Experience

Jeroen Hulman

Filtering + Direct Search
Filtering + Browsing
Direct Search
Filtering + Direct Search + Browsing
Browsing + Direct Search
Direct Search + chaining
Browsing
Genre
Knowledge
Video Type
Pre-selected recommendations
Description
Cover
Goes too far back, uses search history to
perform same search
Frustration about speed
Surprised by pop-up screen
Can't see what video type content is
Can't see if content is viewable
The instant search is too slow
Too bad I can''t see where I am in the input
field (youtube app)
Text input is not comfortable
There's no search button (in youtube app)
Tries to repair a mistake, but presses to
often back and gets kicked out of SmartTV
Navigation is slow
I don't know how to make a space (in
youtube app)
What does related content mean?
Picks out of previous search results
They should have one application for every
category. So, one for VOD, one for CUTV.

1
1
2
1
1
2
0
3
2
1
1
1
0

0
3
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1

1
4
2
1
2
2
1
4
2
1
2
2
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0

0
1
1

1
1
1

0
0

1
1

1
1

0
1
2

1
0
0

1
1
2

0

1

1

Browsing + sorting
Browsing
Date
Title
Folder Title
Recognition
Is there no direct search?

2
3
1
5
0
0
1

0
7
0
2
1
1
0

2
10
1
7
1
1
1
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3b

Other

How do I know if I watched something?

0

2

2

Search Strategy
Content characteristics

Browsing
Folder Title
Title
Recognition
Previous knowledge about hard disk
I would like to see metadata
How do I stop the video?
Would like to see file duration
Doesn't know what animation movie
means
It's dependent of the division of the hard
disk

7
5
7
2
1
0
0
1

6
2
0
0
0
1
1
0

13
7
7
2
1
1
1
1

1

0

1

1

0

1

Browsing
Browsing + sorting
Date
Title
Episode nr.
Knowledge
Folder Title
Sometimes back-button doesn't work as
expected
Isn't there a way to browse faster
Why isn't there a search option
Why are there folders without content
visible?
How can I see what's the newest episode?
Can't find desired content, would like to
have direct search
TV gets stuck and resets itself

6
2
1
7
2
2
0

6
0
0
1
0
0
1

12
2
1
8
2
2
1

1
1
1

0
0
0

1
1
1

0
0

1
1

1
1

2
1

0
0

2
1

Direct Search
Browsing + direct search
EPG
Browsing + EPG
Browsing
Browsing + filtering
Title
pre-defined recommendations
channel

2
2
1
1
0
0
3
1
0

0
1
0
1
2
1
1
0
1

2
3
1
2
2
1
4
1
1

User Experience

Other

3c

Search Strategy
Content characteristics

User Experience

Other
4a

Search Strategy

Content characteristics
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User Experience

5a

Search Strategy

Content characteristics

User Experience
Other

5b

Search Strategy

Jeroen Hulman

date
Episode number
Category/Genre
Gets confused after multiple results with
same title
Didn't know where to look for catch-up TV
How many pages of apps do I have?
The broadcasting signal at the home screen
is bothering the participant
Can't I do the typing with the remote
control keys?
It's too slow
Catch-up TV is probably an app

0
2
0

1
0
1

1
2
1

1
4
1

0
2
0

1
6
1

1

0

1

0
0
0

1
1
1

1
1
1

Browsing
Direct Search + browsing
EPG + Browsing
EPG
Zapping
Zapping + EPG
Browsing + filtering
Recognition
Title
Pre-selected recommendations
Now/Next
Description
Category/Genre
progress (broadcasting)
I would like to be able to see what's on
next
What is the current time?
Always wanted to see this
Pick broadcasting, because I can always
watch VOD

2
3
1
2
1
0
0
2
4
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
3
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

3
3
1
3
4
1
1
2
5
1
2
1
2
1

1
1
1

0
0
0

1
1
1

2

0

2

Browsing
Filtering
Filtering + sorting + browsing
EPG
Filtering+Browsing+sorting
Browsing + filtering
Zapping

1
1
1
2
1
0
0

4
0
0
0
0
1
1

5
1
1
2
1
1
1
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Content characteristics

User Experience

Other
5c

Search Strategy

Content characteristics

User Experience

Jeroen Hulman

Video type
Rating
Channel
Cover
Recently seen
User (user generated content)
Pre-defined recommendations
Genre/Category
Knowledge
Don't need subtitles
No motivation for long search
It's confusing that movies and series have
different categories
At home, I would pick the channel direct,
but I don't know on which number it is on
this TV.

1
1
2
1
2
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
0
0
1
2
1
1
0
0

1
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

1

0

1

1

0

1

EPG
Browsing
Filtering
Zapping
Title
Knowledge
Pre-selected recommendations
Makes choice because of recent
conversation about content
if I watch a series, I really want to follow
the story

1
6
1
0
4
2
1

0
4
0
2
1
0
1

1
10
1
2
5
2
2

1

0

1

1

0

1
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